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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In en address given in New York, .Mr. Pbil.ip Gleason, Credit 
.Manager of Abercl'OIIIbie Slid Fitch, lll&de the following statement: 
Cycle billing is the moat momentous change that 
has taken place in our retail accounting struc-
ture since the introduction of the retail method 
of inventory over thirty years ago.* 
Cycle billing is an accounting system used primarily in re-
tail department end specialty stores for customers' statements. It is 
a relatively new system starting after World War II. More end more 
stores have adopted it since its initiation. In the 1950's, other re-
tail branches have tended to11ards its adoption; the most prevalent is 
the gasoline industry. In February 19'!171 the First National Bank of 
Boston adopted cycle billing for its personal checking accounts. 
Cycle billing is developing rapidly into much more than merely a de-
partment store method of mailing statements. 
Little has been published on cycle billing other than retail 
pe:l;'iodicals Slid occasional paragraphs in systems books. The purpose of 
this study is to elaborate on the intracacies of cycle billing, to dis-
cuss the advantages and disadvantages of the system, to demonstrate 
some of the benefits of cycle billing, to determine the economies in 
adopting cycle billing, Slid to describe the capital equipment needed 
for its operation. 
The approach to this study ldll be a comparison, in detail, 
*14, P. 18 
of conventional. bi111ng and cycle \>1ll1ng, an account of the advantages 
and disadvantages of cycle billing, a discussion of related infozma-
tion, and a brief description of the equipment that is being used by 
COIIIpanies utilizing cycle billing. It will conclude \lith a study of 
a store, located in Boston, Massachusetts, which adopted cycle billing 
in September 1952. The results of this study indicate the economies 
in cycle billing and the advantages and disadvantages of its adoption. 
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CHAPTER II 
CONVENTIONAL BILLING 
The terms conventional, descriptive, and end-of-month are 
synonyms describing billing. The system refers to daily posting of 
ellstQIIIer ledger cards and statements. At the end of the month, state-
ments are mailed to the customers. Most business concerns llho send 
complete statements use their conventional billing system. Even lJia.DY. 
retailers continue with conventional billing, as only the larger de-
partment and speoiaJ.ty stores have as yet accepted cycle billing. 
The appearance of the stat&ent, the routine of operation, 
and the now of work differ substantiaJ.ly between conventional and 
cycle billing. The customer's statement under conventional billing 
shows! the balance from the preceding month, a daily desci'iption. of 
each item purchased, of each ite11 returned, and of each cash payment, 
with the new balance brought forward daily for each active customer. 
The ledger card is an exact copy of the statement. 
Natnrally, there are small differences in routine among 
various companies. Basically, however, the routine of conventional 
billing for retail stores is as follows: The sales checks now from 
the selling department, through sales audit department, to the charge 
office in accounts receivable department. 
Selling Department 
Daily, each salesclerk puts the sales checks which be used 
in numerical order and places t)lem in a tally envelope. These tally 
7 
envelopes are collected 'Within each department and are sent to the sales 
audit department. Credits for retUl'Bed or damaged goods are issued in 
the selling department by a floor walker or higher executive. This 
executive follows the same procedure of tallying the credit slips. 
Sales A1141t 
The sales audit departaent establishes the sales figures for 
the general ledger. In the process it also builds up other useful totals. 
(l) The initial function of sales audit is the control of missing 
sales check 8lld credit slips. Each salesperson uses his own sales book 
which contains fifty or one hundred sales checks. Therefore, the sales 
audit department keeps a record of the last sales check number pre-
viously used. It detemines that there are no llissing sales checks 
between tw consecutive days nor during 8Z11' business day. If sales 
checks are found to be missing, a member of the sales audit department 
or internal audit department attempts to locate them. This usually 
involves interrogation of the salesclerk whose sales checks are found 
to be .missing. The same procedure is followed for credit slips. 
(2) The next function of the sales audit department is the de-
tel'lllination of sales by salespeople. Most retail stores give the sales 
people a token commission on sales. Since sales audit has each clerk's 
sales checks together, it need only" add the checks by type of sales: 
cash, C.O.D., charge, etc. If the salesclerk has used a drawer in a 
cash register, the register reading is also considered for cash sales. 
Then the total sales for the dey are accumulated, in order to post sales 
for each salesclerk. Credits reduce salespersons' accumulations. 
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(3) When the daily figure is accwrrulated by salespeople, the 
department sales figure is easily determined by merely summing the in-
dividual salesclerk's sales. This is done by type of sales (cash, 
C.O.D., charge) as monthly departmental profit and loss statements show 
a breakdo'llll of sales by types. 
(4) The aggregate of department sales, by type of sales, will es-
tablish the total daily sales for the entire store. The grand total of 
all the charge sales will determine the daily addition to the SUIIIIIIa17 con-
trol, accounts receivable. The grarJd total of all charge credits will 
determine the subtraction from the SUIIliJlal7 control, accounts receivable. 
At this point, sales audit has established the total of all the charge 
sales checks and all the charge credits which will be sent to the ac-
counts receivable department. 
(5) The charge sales are then alphabetized by cuetoaers 1 names. 
These are combined into bu:odles which include all customers within an 
accounts receivable subsidia:rr ledger or group, e.g. A-G, H-K, L-P, Q-Z. 
The nUIIlber of these billing ledgers or controls depends upon the total 
number of charge accounts which are divided into equal responsibilities-
and into somewhat equal work loads. Adding machine tapes are run on 
each group, and separate group control figures are maintained, daily and 
month to date. The total of all these groups represents the total in-
crease to the store's accounts receivable which should equal the total 
established in (4) above. The individual bu:odles of tapes are then sent 
to the respective billing clerk in the accounts receivable d apartment. 
(6) At the end of the month, sales audit has available all the 
entries for the general ledger concerning sales and accounts receivable. 
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(7) In Sllllllllal'J', the sal.es. alldit department: 
. 
(a) Controls missing sal.es checks 
(b) Establishes sal.es by sal.espeople, daily and period to 
date 
(c) Establishes sal.es by departments by type of sal.es, 
daily and month to dat• 
(d) Establishes sal.es for the entire store by type of 
sal.es, daily and month to date 
(e) Establishes individual controls by accounts receivable 
ledgers and SUIIIIIlB.1'T control of accounts receivable 
(f) Determines the sal.es figures for monthly general. ledger 
entries 
The Charge Office in Accounts Receivable 
(1) The individual. bundle is distributed to its respective sec-
tion (e.g. A-G) in the charge office. A clerk offsets the ledger cards 
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and statements which are to be posted within the section. At this point 
the ledger cards and satatements, which are offset in the ledger tray, and 
the sal.es checks are in the same al.phabetioal. sequence. 
(2) The billing clerk then begins the daily posting run. She 
collates the customer's ledger and stateaent and inserts both into the 
W111ng machine. The ledger card is a carbon copy of the statement. How-
ever, since the ledger card is a l"'mning bal.ance covering several. months, 
and the etataaent covers only one month, col:j.ation becomes necessary. She 
t~~Qexes the customer's previous bal.ance, then types the description as 
pretoribed by the store. This genaral.ly consists of date of purchase and 
merch"lldise plll"Chased, e.g. Nov. 15, 2 hats at $5. 00 each. Next, the 
clerlc indexes the extention of each purchase, e.g. $10. 00 , If there 
is more then one purchase for a customer, the biller merely spaces 
dow and describes and indexes each additional purchase. After each 
custamer1 s final purhcase has been indexed, the machine automatically 
puts the total that the customer now owes on the ledger card "lld state-
ment. The billing clerlc then reindexes the old balance (before the 
current trensaction) and the machine prints the sum of the customer's 
trensaction for the day on a proof tape. The S\DII of all these amounts 
on the proof tape should equal the prelist that was established in 
sales audit for charge sales of the dey. If it does not equal the 
sales audit figure, the billing clerk locates the error, which is ei-
ther in the pick-up of previous balences or in the transactions. The 
statments and ledger cards are then returned into the ledger t~. 
Some stores file sales che~s daily. In this case the 
sales checks are bundled alphabetically and filed. More stores file 
sales checks monthly. In such case, the sales checks are stuffed back 
into the ledger t~ with the posted statment and ledger card. 
The control card, representing the activity in all the ac-
counts within the group, is then posted. The control card maintained 
in the accounts receivable section should be identical to the control 
card of sales audit. In case of a difference, the camparison of the 
two will determine the eD.ct date 'llben the error occurred. 
(3) Charge credits for merchandise returned or damaged are 
handled in the identical manner as sales checks. 
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(4) The cash payment vouchers originate in the cashier's office. 
Naturally, these are not applied against any selling department or 
salesperson. Once the cash vouchers have been proved against cash 
receipts for the day, those affecting accounts receivable are al-
phabetized, prelisted into the accounts receivable groups, and posted 
to the customer and control cards. 
(5) At the end of the month, the billing clerk tapes all the 
outstanding balances of each customer. The total of this trial bal-
ance should equal the control card for the section. statements are 
then mailed to the customer. 
(6) The daily functions for billing clerks are summarized by 
H.aiT,Y R. Eliwards as follows: 
*18, P. 944 
A typical operator -st be an expert typist with 
at least a fiair for balancing figures. The re-
cords consist of ledger cards, statements, and 
posting media (upually sales cheeks, credit 
slips for returned merchandise and price adjust-
ment, and cash p~cy~~~ent IUIIlorenda) • The opera-
tor's daily task consists of the following: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
Arranges media alphabetically 
Collates the custCIIII.er1 s ledger and state-
ment, inserts them into the bookkeeping 
machine 
"Pieks up• previous balance on the ledger 
card 
Posts a description of merchandise pur-
chased or returned, or cash payments and 
amounts of ssme to the statement and 
ledger 
Tabulates the resultant balance on the 
ledger card and statement 
Rsmoves the statement and ledger card from 
the machine a returns all records to the 
tray.* 
l2. 
CHAPTER III 
'1'HE BUFFALO PLAN OF SIMPLifiED BILLING 
In 1943, Buffal.o, along with lll8liY industrial. cities, was ~ 
periencing a critical labor shortage. Department stores were training 
billing operators and were seeing them leave as quickly as trained. 
Meldrum and Anderson Company had a fifty per cent turnover monthly.* 
The controllers of eight stores met and decided to try a non-
descriptive system of accounts receivable. The main difference of this 
plan was the omission of descriptive itemization. Billers would no 
longer type the items that were purchased. They wuld merely indicate 
the date, department number, and total. of each sales check. Names and 
addresses were pre-addressographed on the statements. Experienced 
t1P1ets were no longer needed as billers. Department numbers and names 
were printed on the back of the statement for customer's reference. 
Furthennore, sales checks were not stuffed in the ledger tray with the 
customer's account. They were filed al.phabetically by days. This put 
the burden on the customer to save all sal.es checks for bill adjustment 
as well as merchandise adjustment. 
The posting procedure, according to J. Gordon Dakins, con-
sisted basically of the following: 
(l) The operator reads the nBIIle and address on the sales 
check, cash, or credit ticket, to post to the proper 
account 
(2) She pulls the ledger card and statement from the tray 
*6, P. 20 
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(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
~;~ 
(8) 
(9) 
She places a carbon between the ledger and statement 
She ineerts these fol'Jlls into the billing machine 
and indexes the previous balance 
She types infomation on to the statement and ledger 
card from the posting media. On charges and credits, 
she types only the posting date, department number, 
and. then indexes the total amount of the sale. On 
cash she types the word •cash• and then indexes the 
aaount of the PS1Dient 
The machine computes the balance for each custOJiler 
She withdraws the statement and ledger and returns 
them to the tray 
She files sales checks, cash, and credit ticket with 
the ca~~pleted work 
She balances daily with the audit prelisted totals.* 
When the bookkeepers have 0011pleted their postings for the 
lii.Onth, and their work balances with the controls, the statements are 
stripped from the ledger trqs and eortad into the following groups: 
(a) Unpaid balances from the last month; (b) Last month's balance 
paid in fall during the current month; (c) No purchases or balance 
(inactive accounts). The statements in group (a) are given caref'ul 
analysis by the collection department whoee analyzere post all unpaid 
balances (over two dollars) to collection cards. By transferring 
these overdue balances from the statBIIente to collection cards, the 
need for holding up billing operation is eliminated. Those overdue 
statements are then mailed with a epecial notice calling the unpaid 
balance to the customer's attention.** 
Befors its inauguration, notices were mailed to customers, 
explaining the change. Also, newspaper advertisements showed sample 
statements, and emphasized the need for customers to save their copies 
*2, P. 308 
** 2, P. 309 
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of the sales checks until the;y recein their statements.* 
On May l, 1943, eight stores started the new plan. Prior to 
this date, statements were being mailed from eight to twenty days late. 
UDder the new plan, statements at the end of the first month were all 
mailed by the third working day. Careful cost studies were kept during 
the first month of operation by seven of the stores. Concerning the 
average daily production by billers, five stores showed an increase 
of around l2 per cent, one store 23 per cent, and one store 33 per cent. 
This compares produc.tion under the simplified billing plan, as tried 
in May, with the descriptive plan, as done in April. Transaction costs 
of the two plans were also compared.. UDder the simplified plan, one 
store showed an increase in cost of 5 per cent, one store showed no 
change, four stores showed reductioDS4f 2, 7, 10 and 40 per cent, and 
one store did not report. It could be conservatively stated that there 
was a 13 per cent increase in production by billers and a 5 per cent re-
duction in transaction costs, yet statements were in the customers' 
hands much sooner than previously.** 
It should be remembered that during this period wartime 
econO!ey" existed. A seller's market prevailed and retail stores could 
almost dictate to the customer. The Buffalo plan was a definite advan-
tage to the store, but it did not give the customer the service to 'Which 
he was accustomed, namely, an itemized listing of all purchases. 
However, the Buffalo plan did serve as a forerunner of the 
cycle billing system 'Which was further developed and which is used today. 
*6, P. 17 
**6, P. 19 
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CHAPTER IV 
CYCLE BILLDIG 
The Buffal.o Plan of Simplified Billing enjoyed some success 
in Buffalo. Management of most stores felt that an evan more effi-
cient system of accounts receivable vas desirable. As reported in the 
Journal of Accountancy by the Research Committee of the Cleveland Chap-
ter of 'Women Acc01mtants: 
Prior to cycle billing, it mts standard retail 
practice to post customers' accounts each time 
they were active, and mail all statements at the 
end or each month. Maey executives sought a 
practical method to post each account only once 
a month, and to mail the statements for a dif-
ferent section of the accounta each dey.* 
During the war years all stores.felt the handicap of lack 
of personnel. Cycle billing appeared to be an answer. Utility com-
panies had been using a cycle mailing plan for several years with sue-
cess. However, the retail trade had other problems which are not 
found in the utility fields Utilities generally have only one charge 
and one cash payment. Theae are entered on a bill in the respective 
blocks and the balance is brought forward. Bills are mailed on a cycle 
mailing plan to customers, either alphabetically or by routes • 
. Shultz and Reinhardt briefly describe what a cycle is. 
*15, P. :38 
, **5, P. 627 
A cycle is a subdivision of customers into 
si:milar sized al.phabetical. groups. state-
ments for the customers within each group are 
mailed on successive days of the month- not al.l 
at the end of the month. The mailing date for 
each g"OUp remains the same each month.** 
16 
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The number of cycles depends pr.lmar.l.ly on the total number of 
charge customers that a store services. Since there are from nineteen 
to twenty-five working days in various months, the lllliXimum number of 
cycles is twenty. Naturally, the smaller stores could have consider-
abl;y less than twenty cycles, even to the extent of mailing a cycle 
weekly,or onl;y four cycles. 
An important consideration 'When dividing the alphabet is the 
equalization, within reason, of the number of accounts in each cycle. 
Most concerns '117 to divide the cycles without splitting letters. How-
ever, in some locations this is not posaible. For example, in locations 
'Where there are many names beginning llith Mac and Me, one cycle may be 
from MA-MC onl;y, and the next cycle from MD-MZ. 
Neuner and Neuner give a cycle brea.kdo"Wn which is based on 
sixteen cycles llithout splitting any alphabetical letter. 
Cycle Customers' Names statement Covers One Month's Purchases 
N1.111ber Beginning with 
the Letter 
1 A 2nd of month through the lst of next month 
2 B 3rd 
" 
n n n 2nd n II n 
3 c 6th n n n II 5th n II n 
4 D 8th n n n n 7th II n II 
5 EF 9th II n II II 8th n II n 
.6 G lith n " n n lOth II II II 
'7 H 12th • II II II lith II n n 
8 IJK 14th II n 
" 
• 13th II n n 
9 L 15th • II II II 14th II II II 
10 M, 17th n n II II 16th II n II 
li NOPQ 19th n • II " 18th II n n 
12 R 22nd n n R 11 21st n n 
·-13 s 24th n n II II 2Jrd n II n 
14 TUV 27th n n n II 26th " n " 15 'W' 29th. " 
n n 
"28th n II n 
16 XYZ lst n n 
" 
• 31st n n "* 
*4, P. 197 
Mr. John S11ith 1 s billing period is from the twenty-fourth of . 
one month to the twenty-third of the next. Arq transaction, sale, pey-
lu.ent, or return, "Which occurs 'Within this period would be billed at the 
end of the period. If .Mr. Sllith purchased items on the twenty'-third of 
the month, he 'WOuld be billed almost immediately. However, if he pur-
chased items on the twenty-fourth, he would not receive a bill for over 
a month because the twenty-fourth is the first day of his billing period. 
The establisbaent of cycles results in dividing the store cus-
tomers into alphabetical groups. Many larger establishments find that 
there are too lll!iey customers within an alphabetical breakdow, as show 
above. Therefore, they split each cycle into several subdivisions called 
controls. 
For exemple, cycle one includes customers whose names begin 
'With the letter A. If a store had four or five thousand such customers, 
the store might subdi'rlde the customers into five controls and thus fa-
cilitate the checking operation. Cycle one would then consist of con-
trol 1/1, Aa-Ae, control #2, Ai'-Aj; control #3, Ak-Ao, control #4, Ap-At; 
control #5, Au-Az. All of these COD.trols still have the same billing 
period, from the second of one month to the first of next. month. If 
each of the sixteen cycles, as presented by Neuner and Neuner above, had 
five subdi'rlsions or controls, there 'WOuld be sixteen cycles but eighty 
controls over all. 
Under a cycle billing plan or a conventional billing plan, 
there is no change at the selling floor level. The people place their 
sales slips in numerical order in tally envelopes, and the envelopes are 
collected 'Within a department and are sent to sales audit. Credits are 
originated in the same manner under either plan. 
Sales Auptt 
The function of the sales audit department differs slightly 
under the cycle billing plan from the conventional billlng plan. Un-
der either plan the sales audit department controls missing sales 
checks, establishes sales for salespeople, establishes sales ford a-
partment and for the entire store by type of sales. Under the cycle 
plan, charge sales checks are alphabetized and are listed b;y cycle 
breakdowns. Controls are then maintained by cycles, and the sales checks 
for each cycle with its adding machine tape are 13ent to the charge 
office in the accounts recei't'able department. If cycles are sub-
divided into controls, then sales checks with a tape are collected for 
each control. Charge credits are handled in the same manner ss sales 
checks. Cash vouchers are also grouped into cycle (or control) break-
doli!ls and are taped. 
The Charge Office in Accounts Receivable 
The sales checks with tapes arrive first to the control clerk 
in the charge office. The control clerk keeps a control sheet for each 
cycle or each subdivision. {Consideration of subdivisions of cycles 
will hereafter be eliminated in the now of work explanation.) From 
the adding machine tapes, the total sales, credits, and cash amounts for 
the dey are entered on the cycle control sheet. Then the sales checks, 
credits, and cash vouchers, with their respective tapes attached, are 
passed to the file clerks. 
Each file clerk is responsible for one or more cycles. The 
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.-file clerk receives the media from the control clerk and rechecks the 
tape to be certain that no media are missing or have been erroneously 
listed. Next, she merely stuffs the media in the pocket or V for each 
customer. Each customer has t'WO cards& a credit history card and a 
ledger card. When these tw cards are separated in the file, a V is 
fomed. The integral part of the credit history card is the applica-
tion for credit and the notations made by the credit interviewer at 
that time.· It also shows the signature or the customer and other author-
ized signatures. The ledger card shows the monthly postings. One of 
these cards is generally shorter in length than the other, to facilitate 
opening the V "When media are filed. 
All during the billing period, the file clerk stuffs the media 
for each customer in his assigned pocket or V. .Meanwhile, the control 
clerk is maintaining the totals or the sales, credits, and cash that are 
being stuffed into the cycle. 
A procedure must also be considered for the handling of mis-
sorts that arrive in the charge off1oe. AssUIIle that a sales check be-
longing to cycle six is included erroneously with the sales checks of 
cycle five. The error 'WOuld not be discovered until the file clerk, stuff-
ing cycle five, wuld not be able to handle the missorted sales check. 
She could not merely stuff the sales check into the customer's V (in 
cycle six) because the amount of the sales check had affected the control 
of cycle five. Therefore, the sales check must return to the cont:rol 
clerk. The control clerk adjusts the sales for cycle five with a sub-
traction, and cycle six with an addition, by the amount of a missorted 
sales check, and then routes the sales check to cycle six for stuffing. 
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This procedure must be strongly enforced; otherwise, the controls used 
to balance the billing will become meaningless. 
There is another restriction of cycle billing which must be 
rigidly enforced. No one may remove anything from the ledger files. 
21 
As the media are merely stuffed during the billing period, they are not 
recorded to customer ledger cards and statements until the end of that 
period. If media were removed from the ledger files, it would be prac-
tically impossible to reconstruct them. The internal control of these media 
during the 1:>1Jl1ng period is almost nil. Therefore, rigid personal 
control must be strictly observed. 
The file clerk for the cycle also has the responsibility of 
authorizing charge sales as they are being made on the selling floor. 
Assume that a customer is charging shoes costing twenty dollars. The 
salesperson telephones the charge office, giving the customer's name 
and address. The file clerk then checks the customer's ledger card to 
be sure that credit is satisfactory. If the customer's account is up 
to date, the file clerk assigns an authorization number 'Which the sales 
clerk writes on the sales check. If the file clerk is in doubt about 
the customer's credit, she refers the authorization to a collection mana-
ger who either accepts the responsibility of authorizing the sale or 
asks the customer to come to the credit office. .All sales are not sub-
ject to authorization. Generally there is a minimum, set by the manage-
ment, belov which authorization is not required. 
The system must also lend itself to the handling of charge sales 
made to customers "Who do not have charge accounts. Assume that a cus-
tomer charged three items in various selling departments. The customer 
believed he had a charge account, and -ch item in itself was below 
the minimum required for authorization. the sales checks will route 
through sales audit to the cycle file clerk. After the file clerk 
satisfies herself that there is no formal charge account for the cue-
tomer, she initiates a memorandum account at the rear of the cycle, 
The memorandum accounts usually remain open until they return to a 
zero balance and then are inactivated. 
Daldns briefly SUIJIIIIB.rizes the cycle filing operation: 
*2, P. 3ll 
**2, P. 323 
***2, P. 315 
During the JROnth, all sales checks, credits, 
cash receipts, and other transactions are 
stored in the files or pockets, one of which 
is assigned to each customer. These pockets 
also include the original credit application 
and the transcript ledger card.* 
The credit department receives the sales checks, 
credits, and cash from the audit department, fine 
sorted and separated into cycles with a separate 
total for each cycle. The day's work is given to 
the control .clerk 'Who enters each total on a mas-
ter control. the media lire given to the file clerk 
who drops the sales checks, credits, and cash 
vouchers into the proper customer's pocket. At 
the back of each cycle there are facilities for 
the handling of "no record• accounts. These 
sales checks are investigated before billing 
date, and often new accounts are opened. If the 
customer does not wish an account, memo state-
ments are opened. As soon as payment is made, 
the memo cards are removed from the trays.** 
M.any stores which use cycle billing authorize 
charge sales from the eycle billing files. This 
provides better customer service through faster 
authorization of charge sales made directly from 
one complete file or record which provides in-
formation as to the full history of each account, 
past and current pa,ments, restrictions, if any, 
and current unbilled charges.*** 
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At the end of the billing period the file clerk makes a final 
check of her cycle to correct &ny misfiling within the cycle. Then tile 
entire cycle, along with the pre-addressographed statements, is routed 
to the billing machine. 
Billing 
Prior to the close of the billing period, the addressograph 
department pre-addresees statEII!Iente for all the customers within a 
cycle. A statement is addressed even if a customer has had no activ-
ity, as the addressograph clerk woul.d have no knowledge of this fact. 
The statements with the ledger trey for the cycles are routed 
to the billing operator. The operator inserts the first customer's 
ledger card and statement aide by side into the machine. She indexes 
the old balance on the statement as seen from the ledger card; the ma-
chine tabs to the next or purchase position on the statement. The 
operator then lists individually the total of each sales check verti-
cally on the statement. Ai'ter the last purchase has been entered, the 
operator tabs to the p~ent column and indexes each payment as shown 
from the cash vouchers. The merchand1 se returns are listed in the re-
turns colUillll in the seme manner. The operator is therefore merely 
copying the media as filed in the customer' s V. Once the last mer-
chandise return has been entered, the machine takes over. It prints 
the new balance due and the billing date on the statement, and then 
tabs to the ledger card. On the ledger card, the machine, 'Which accu-
mulates amounts by each customer, prints the new balance, the total of 
purchases, the total of returns, the total of the payments, and the 
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amount overdue balance,- all on one line, indicating the month's 
activities. 
The operator removes the statement and ledger card . She 
places the statement 'With all the media by customers in one stack. 
She returns the ledger card to the tray. If there were an overdue 
balance on the ledger card, she would insert. an additional signal 
card in the customer's V which would call attention to the overdue 
balance during the collection manager's inspection. 
The operator then goes to the next customer and continues 
to bill the entire cycle in the same manner. During this process, a 
carboniz-ed proof sheet, behind the statement, is developing a carbon 
record of all the transactions and balances posted to the individual 
customers. 
At the completion of each cycle, the billing machine prints 
the totals which it has been !iCClllllUlating on the proof sheet. These 
' 
totals consist of: the sum of all the old balances, the sum of all 
the purchases, the sum of all the payments, the sum of all the re-
turns, and the sum o£ all the new balances. These totals are then 
checked 'With the totals which the control clerk has acCUIII\llated dur-
ing the billing period on the cycle control sheet. They should be 
exactly the same. If they are the same, the statements and the me-
dia are sent to the microfilm recorder for filming. 
However, if they are not the same, an attempt should be 
made to locate the error. The routine of locating errors is as 
follows: 
(l) In most cycle billing installations, the ledger, history, 
and signal cards are designed with a hole near the center. W'.aen a 
cycle is completely posted, the only records remaining in the ledger 
tray are these cards. Therefore, !Ill operator can look do'Wil through 
the holes and should see light through the entire tray. If any me-
dia are still in the tray they would bloCk the visibility and the 
operator •~uld realize that she has omitted posting these media. 
(2) In each cycle, the old baJ.ances for the billing period are 
id!!lltical. to the new balances for the preceding period. Since every 
·ledger card with any activity or bal!!llce is posted, these old bal-
!!llces will be in exactly the same order as the new balances of the 
preceding period. Therefore, to locate an error in old balances, a 
clerk need only check this period 1 s proof sheet against last period's 
proof sheet for the cycle. 
(3) If the total purchases on the proof sheet differ from total. 
purchases as sho'Wil on the control sheet, a clerk must reread the 
sales slips against the amounts posted on the proof sheet. 
(4) Payments and returns are verified in the identical. manner 
as purchases. The advantage of separs:ting these items (viz. pur-
chases, returns, and cash) is the localizing of errors. Assume that 
purchases and payments balance with the control clerk's sheet for the 
cycle. Then, the only check that would have to be made would be re-
turns; sales checks and cash vouchers would not be proved against 
the proof sheet. 
By following these routines, the billing operator would be 
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able to detect clerical errors, with one exception. This exception 
is a compensating error. Assume Mr. John ~th charged an item for 
one dollar and the·b111ing operator indexed ten dollars. Also, Mr. 
Paul Suith (in the same cycle) charged an item for ten dollars and 
the billing operator indexed only one dollar. The sum of both sales 
is eleven dollars, and this is the amount that the machine accumu-
lated. An error such as this might not be found until one or both 
of the Messrs. ~th notified the store. 
Errors may have been made by others than the billing opera-
tor. Next, the control sheets should be minutely checked for mistakes 
in mathematical computations and the amounts that were entered during 
the billing period. 
If the cycle is still out of balance after the initial 
checks of the billing proof sheet and the control sheet, the discrep-
ancy should be brought to the attention of the charge office manager 
for a decision. Management of most stores authorize the mailing of 
the statements to the customers even though the billing is not in 
balance with the controls. Usually there is a margin of error, with-
in llhich no fUrther auditing will take place. Assume that the bill-
is out of balance by $3.5S. Assume fUrther that management has 
decided that if the billing for a cycle is within ten dollars, state-
ments may be mailed. Naturally, IIIBllSgement ineists that the initial 
proof reading and checking, as described above, be completed. It is 
established that the effort and expense involved in finding a $3.58 
error would cost the store several times that amount. If the error 
is in favor of a customer, then the store would take the loss without 
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additional expense of tr,-ing to find t4e error. If the error is in 
favor of the store, then the customer 'Who has been overcharged will un-
doubtedJ.y question the statement and the store will make an adjustment 
during the next billing period. The billing operator must end up with 
the cycle balancing the control shest; therefore, she enters the a:mount-
in-error an an "over and short" ledger card and inserts this card in 
the rear of the cycle. 
The store management allovs this calculated risk discrepancy 
because of the lllllllY causes of errors during the billing period when no 
internal control is exercised on the media. Some of the possibilities 
of error are listed as follow: 
{1) A file clerk purposely or accidentally destroys or loses a 
sales check. As a precaution, a file clerk is never alloved to file 
the cycle in which her O'Wil name falls. Sometimes the media merely drop 
on the floor and are svspt avay by cleaners. These types of errors are 
very time consuming and costly to correct. It necessitates reconstruc-
tion of all the tapes which were prepared by sales audit until the 
missing amounts cam be detemined. This will ascertain the date of the 
missing sales checks, credits, or cash vouchers. Then, duplicate re-
cords must all be checked for that date to determine the customer's 
name. If the fllllOunts are common ones, such as $5.95 or $9.95, etc., 
the task is practically impossible. 
(2) The file clerk does not follow the correct procedure of 
transferring missorts through the control clerk. Assume that the 
cycle five clerk receives a sales check belonging in cycle six. 
Erroneously, she files it in cycle six directly. The billing of both 
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eycle five and cycle six 'Will be out of balance with the controls; 
cycle five 'Will be under the control, BDi cycle six will be over the 
control, by the amount of the sales check. This is an internal type 
error which does not affect the customer in acy ~· 
(3) Poor handwriting may account for errors. Assume that the 
clerk in the sales audit department read a sales check total as eight 
dollars. It was twice listed as eight dollars in the listing of total 
sales for the store and in the listing of charge sales by cyeles. 
H011'ever, the billing operator read the figure as five dollars, both 
in b:llling and in proof reading. This type error may be in the store's 
or customer's favor. 
(4) A member of the credit or adjustment department removes a 
sales check in order to answer a customer's question. Although there 
is a strict rule against removal of anything from the ledger trays, 
nevertheless, the rule is not always observed. Because of interrup-
tion or carelessness, the sales check is not returned before the bill-
ing date. 
Dakins briefly 'summarizes the billing function as follows: 
*2, P. 312 
At the end of each cycle period, the sales 
checks (and other media) and the transcript 
ledger cards along with the headed statement 
are sent to the biller. The biller bills the 
amount on the stateDllll!lt and the machine auto-
maticalq registers the total charges, credits, 
caSh, new balances, and overdue balances on 
the transcript ledger card. The statement and 
posting media are sent to the customer. The 
transcript ledger card is refiled in the pocket 
to begin another month.* 
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.Microfilming and .Mailing 
The statements, saJ.es checks, cash vouchers, and credit 
sUps are in aJ.phabetical. order by customers "When they arrive at the 
llicrofilm recorder. They are filmed in the seme order, "Which allows 
the store to have a peD~<~Dent record on film of the activities of the 
cycle by billing periods. Most of the recent recorders have an auto-
matic feeding device Wich rapid).y injects the media into the throat 
o£ the recorder and allows pictures to be taken at rates approximat-
ing fo'IU" bl,\Mred documents per minute. The documents stack in a hop-
per after film1ng in the seme order as ante~. 
Once filmed, statements must be folded around the media and 
inserted into window envelopes. Advertising inserts may be enclosed 
as well as return envelopes for the convenience o£ customers who wish 
to pey by mail. The return envelopes are oi'ten colored ones, and are 
sent directly to the cashier "When received back by the store. The 
mail room neither opens nor inspects the contents. 
A chart is prepared showing the weight llllit for each in-
crease in postage. Since there will be a statement plus advertising 
material. in each envelope (which represents the constant weight), 
the chart shows only the postage required for the media (the variable 
weight), for example, up to five sales check11, credits, or pa:yments, 
three cents postage is indicated; for six to twenty media, six cents 
postage is required, etc. The clerk "Who fills the envelopes makes a 
finaJ. verification of the nemes on the statement and media, counts 
the media, fills the envelopes, refere to the chart, and places the 
envelopes in stacks according to the postage required. 
*2, P • .325 
A BUIIIIlUU'y of these operations is as follows: 
The statements with all media are photographed 
in the same order as they are billed. After 
they are photographed they ;are ready for fold-
ing and mailing. During the folding operation, 
each statement is again COIIIpared with sales 
checks {and other media) to be sure there are 
no errors. Advertising inserts are also en-
closed. It is possible to enclose several 
pieces of advertising and still have ample 
roam for sales checks, without exceeding the 
'lleight limit and thus increase postage charges.* 
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Chart I - Sample Statement Used in Cycle Billing 
Name 
Address 
Show Amount Paid 
$ 
PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN UPPER PORTION OF THIS 
STATEMENT WITH YOUR REMITTANCE 
................................................................. 
This Statement covers transactions for the 30 day period ending 
on the billing date shown below 
Previous Purchases Payments Returns Billing BALANCE 
Balance Date DUE 
$12.25 $ 1. 25 
6,25 
18.74 
6.36 $6.25 $1.25 Mar, 9 '49 $37,35* 
pAYMENTS MADE ON MERCHANDISE AFTER THE ABOVE 
BILLING DATE WILL BE CREDITED ON YOUR NEXT STATEMENT 
Your original Sales Checks and your Credit Slips are enclosed herewith 
for your convenience in verifying the amounts listed above, Please 
retain them \mtil this Statement is paid in full. If you desire to in-
quire concerning any items on this Statement, please submit your Sales 
Checks and Credit Slips with your inquit'y.(Name of Store) 
* 
*3, P,427 
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Chart II - Sample Customer Ledger Card 
Name Account Opened 
Address Rating 
Balance Pur- Pay- Returns Over- Remarks 
chases ments due 
Balance 
Jan 12,25 XX XX XX 
Feb 37.35 32,60 . 6. 25 1.25 4, 75 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
Jul 
Aug ~ 
Sep Hole 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 
'* 
* 3, P, 428 
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Chart III - Sample Cycle Control Sheet 
For Cycle# 
Control# 
'Cycle BaJ.ance or Accounts Receivable at 
Beginning or B:IJHng Period $ (a) 
~ -~§A_ - Returns Preli orte Prelist Miesorts Prell at Missorts · Accounts Date Ins Outs Ins outs Ins Outs Receivable 
+ + 
- - -
+ 
- -
+ I 
' 
' 
) 
i 
i ' 
' 
) 
' !- i 
r 
lA1 
TotaJ.s 
-
Purcha§SS Cash Return!! 
I Total. Prelist 
PL sIns 
'Less outs 
Equals Net 
(b) ic) (d) 
--
Beg:lnning Net Net Net .Ewting Accts. 
A/Rec (a) + Purcha.se (b) -Cash {c) - Retu:cns (d) Receivable (A) 
$ + $ -
- ·= 
* 
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CllAPTER V 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVDITAGES OF CYCLE BILLING 
A business establishment conte~~~plating a change to cycle 
billing shouil.d naturally consider both the advantages and disad-
vantages of the system. The advantages and disadvantages that are 
discussed here are based on retail experience, but would be basi-
cally true in any classification of business considering cycle 
billing. 
Adyantages 
Personnel 
Any billing system which reduces personnel costs, without 
a substantial loss in the end product, w:l.ll attract the attention 
of lllllll&gement. The installation of a cycle billing system generally 
results in a reduction of personnel directly, or a reduction of pay-
roll costs with the same number of personnel, or both. 
In the 1947 Credit Manager•• Convention, the question was 
asked, "How many employees have you been able to save as a result of 
installing cycle billing? n The credit managers of nine stores in-
dicated that savings had resulted because the same nUIIIber of em-
ployees had hsJ:ldled additional volume of charge customers, or the 
collection department had absorbed some employees, or personnel 
members were not replaced when they left. In the first case, the 
same nuraber of people was used with cycle billing as had been used 
previously, but the increase in sales volume would have required 
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additional peopl.e under the conventional plan,. therefore, a saving 
was evident. Secondly, the interdepartmental transfer of personnel to 
collection 'WOrk resulted in improved collections, -which also signified 
a savings. The credit managers of three stores indicated a reduction 
of three people; of three stores, a reduction of two people, of t'WO 
stores, a reduction of one person; and a reduction of five, six, end 
fifteen people in three other individual. stores.* 
Billing machine operators are more highly skilled than 
file clerks and therefore re.ceive higher salaries. Under the 
conventional billing system, the billing machine operator spends addi-
tional time "With each posting. She must locate the accounts, collate 
the foms, pick up the old balance "With each ne-w day's transactions, 
indicate the date and description of each purchase, prove the old 
balance, and return the media to the ledger tray. Under cycle bill-
ing, only one posting per month, -with no description, is made. The 
greatest part of the descriptive billing operation is eliminated. 
Ho-wever, additional effort must be expended in filing and control 
wrk, but since filing personnel costs are less than billing ma-
chine personnel costs, a reduction .in total cost is effected. 
Qollections 
Under a cycle billing plan, statements are mailed con-
tinuously during the month, with a natural. result that cash is arriv-
ing at the store more evenly throughout the month. The budgeting 
*7, P. 117 
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:of cash beCOIIIes en easier task for the controller's div.ision with this· 
reduction of a cash intske peek. 
The conventional end-of-month billing results in heavier in-
tske of cash during the earlier days of the month, tapering off to a 
ligkter intske during the latter days. Therefore, the cashier's office 
is burdened at one time during the 11011th, and may be withru.t sufficient 
'IIOrk at another time. It is also a disturbing sight for management to 
see customers with cash in hand not paying bills because the lines at 
the cashier windows are too long. The stcre suffers the possibility 
that payments may not be made until a IIIUch later date. 
The pealts at the cashiers' 'Windows are evened 
out so that customers are not delayed when 
paying their bills, and have more time for 
shopping.* 
There appears to be en additional advantage that cycle bill-
ing has over the end-of-month mailing. If customers receive state-
mente from sweral stores at the end of the month, there is the possi-
bility that some of the bills may not be paid until a future time. 
However, if a customer receives a bill during the month, there is a 
possibility that it will be paid before the end of the month. 1'his 
advantage dimi n:l shes as more and more stores adopt cycle billing. The 
question was proposed to credit JllllllB.gers, "If other stores in your city 
have cycle billing, are their cycles arranged on the same basis as yours?" 
Twenty-t'IIO out of twenty-seven replied in the affinnative, which dem-
onstrates the decreasing advantage as more stores adopt cycle billing.** 
:1!2, P. 318 
'**'7, P. 120 
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Peaks in the Mailing Department 
The advsntage gained in the mailing department is almost 
self-evident. Under conventional billing, all statements are mailed 
as soori after the end of each month as possible. The mailing depart-
ment is faced 'With a tremendous work load during this period. Once 
the statements have been mailed, the me111ng department has practi-
cally no mailing for the accounts receiTable department for a month. 
Under the cycle billing plan, outgoing statements flow evenly through-
out the month. The incom:i.ng ~1 peak, of customers paying by mail, 
is likewise leveled. 
Peaks and Valleys in Sales 
There are two ad ventages that cycle billing affords in 
leveling peaks in sales. First, some customers defer purchases dur-
ing the latter days of the month so that the items 'Will not appear on 
the statement until the ne:xt month, which allows them additional time 
to plan their payment. Under the conventional. billing plan, this val-
ley in sales volume comes a~ the end of the month. Under cycle bill-
ing, the valley is at a smaller degree throughout the month. 
Dakins demanstrates the effect on the store's operation as 
follows: 
*2, P. 317 
Purchases are more everily distributed over the 
entire month. This is a result of leveling off 
due dates on the payment of bills. ::U.ack pe-
riods, just prior to cut oft, which occur when 
all accounts are billed as of the same date, are 
eliminated under cycle billing. This leveling 
out of customer traffic means higher efficiency-
in the sales department and in services such as 
delivery.* 
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The second advantage corresponds in essence to the reduction 
of the peak in collections. It is briefly summarized by Hagios as 
follows: 
.Many customers pey- their bills in person. 
Every customer 'Who comes into the store ~ 
make purchases at that tillle. If the tillle of 
payment by customers could be spread through-
out the month, purchases to an extent might 
also be spread. It may be a factor like well-
plann~d advertising in assisting the depart-
mental force to maintain a somewhat more even 
loed.* 
Duplication of Work 
Under the conventional billint, Sy-stem, the billing machine 
operator practically copies the sales check. \Jnder cycle billing the 
original sales check is returned to the customer and is not copied on 
the statement. The fonner shows a complete duplication of worl~ with 
poorer results than the latter. Tillie tests were made by Gilbert from 
actual day by day operations in a small organization. The results of 
these tillle tests, demonstrating the speed of a cycle billing operation, 
without having to copy the same infonnation that is on the sales checks, 
are as follows: 
*9, P. 127 
-s, P. 115 
Accounts are billed at l44 per hour. This is 
at the rate of 25 seconds per account, and on 
spot tests of less than an hour, we have ob-
tained a rate of 15 seconds per account. Bow-
ever, at 25 seconds per account, an operator 
can post 1,008 accounts each seven-hour day or 
25,000 accounts per twenty-five day working 
month.** 
Furthemore, there is ~kiss of infozmation in company re- · 
cords. The media are photographed, whieh allows the store more in-
fozmation than under the conventional biUing plan. The customer's 
credit card is a SIDIIIIISl".Y card llhich shows the collection manager suf-
ficient infozmation in most cases. If additional data are needed by 
him, the film is elways available. 
The credit history card was far superior to 
aeything that we had ever seen, because every-
thing pertaining to the account, from the orig-
inal application blank to the simplified ledger 
card, is filed in one poclcet.* 
Therefore, the results, under a cycle billing system, pro-
vide the store with records llhich are superior and aot)lally more des-
criptive than the records of the so-called descriptivt Or conventional 
system. There is elso an increase in .automatic operations in the cy-
cle billing machines over descriptive machines, as stated by Dakins: 
The specialf111ature of the cycle billing 
machines is the fact that with most of them, 
the posting of the history record cards is 
entirely automatic. The tally role, which 
is an automatic by-product of the posting 
operation, shows every entry made on ell 
statements. This record is invaluable for 
reference, auditing, and checking purposes.** 
The consolidation of customer records to a centralized file 
results in operating improvements. Under a simplified conventional 
billing Jll.an, a retail store kept a single record for each customer, 
which was used for authorizing, billing, and collecting. · During the 
growth and evolution of conventional biUing, many organizations 
*8, P. 114 
**2, P. 321 
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increased to several. customer files in order to maintain proper serv-
ice 8lld secure satisfactory results. Cycl.e billing returns to the 
theory of one location for customer records, the customer's V. 
Ashby shows the contrast of the two bllllng plans in.. this 
respect. He states the following about the conventional billing 
plan's records for customers, foUIId in various locations in the store: 
Generally the files and ·records consisted of: 
(1) 
(2) 
(.3) 
(4) 
Two indexes for authorization; one 
alphahetical 8lld one geographic 
A customer history record for reference 
and collection vork 
The accounts receivable bill file 
A master file for housing credit appli-
cations, records, etc. 
Cycle billing, on the other hand, centralized 
these records in one file, resulting in operating 
improvements. One person performs a larger num-
ber of functions for a smaller number of accounts, 
which, in turn, increases the familiarity with 
each account. This makes possible faster and 
more accurate decisions wen authorizing and 
dunning, resulting in reduced operating tillle, 
better account control, decreased bad debts, and 
decreased collection expense.* 
Collection Follow-Ups 
Cycle billing has advantages over conventional billing for 
the collection department. The collection procedure for the conven-
tional method results in the same peaks that are found throughout this 
system. Collection routine under the end-of-month billing requires 
duns on the tenth end twentieth of the month. To dun all customers 
as of a particular day is practically an impossibility. However, the 
*1.3, P. 1.8 
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collection follow-up with cycl.e billing reduces the problem because 
it is on a cycle basis just like the billing. Ten and twenty days ai'ter 
billing, a cycl.e is dunned and the collection manager moves do'lill the 
alphabet in almost rhythmic order~* 
Even the operation of the collection manager is a less inter-
rupting one under cycle billing. Gilbert demonstrates this as follows: 
UDder conventional billing all collection 
wrk vas done fl'OIII the ledger, and as we 
were oi'ten behind in our postings, this 
presented quite a problem. In addition 
to this, we oi'ten bad to disturb the book-
keepers to look up refers and had the U•sual 
problem of sandwiching collection work in 
between posting.** 
With cycle billing, the collection department schedules its 
dunning so that it will not interfe»e "With the billing operation at all. 
There are not ea~ployees from tw departments, doing different functions, 
trying to use the seme ledger tra;r at the seme time. 
Gilbert' s time study showed that, under cycle billing, ac-
counts were analyzed and dunned at the rate of five hundred per hour 
or analyzed and marked for collection at the rate of seven hundred per 
hour.*** 
Eouipaent 
The savings Oil billing machines result not only in the num-
ber of machines, but also in the cost of each unit. A descriptive 
billing machine requires a typewriter; a cycl.e biller does not. The 
*'7, P. 119 
**8, P. ll3 
***8, P. 115 
difference in cost between an accounting machine with a type'Wl'iter and 
a similar machine llithout a typewriter amounts to approx:IJBately five 
hundred dollars. However, this difference CCIIIP8.res a cycle biller 
llith nine acCUIBUlators to a typewrite~ccounting machine with nine 
acCUIBUlators. A standard machine for conventional billing includes 
a type'Wl'iter and f= acCUIBUlators. As an example, the price of .a 
Burroughs type'Wl'iter···billing machine llith a multiplying feature and 
four acCUIBUlators (Modal M 2.31) is $2,427. The price of a cycle 
billing machine without type'Wl'iter (Modal F 402) is $2,842; a posting 
machine llith more accrumulators and type'Wl'iter (Model M 805) is $4,333 • 
.Additional filing equip~~ent is needed for the current cy-
cle ledger cards and statements. However, this additional cost is 
offset by the fact that fewer storage files are required to house 
the media which have been posted, since these media are now sent to 
the customer, and the store has the record on microfilm. One film 
storage cabinet holds the equiVlll.ent of sixty ticket file cabinets. 
Furthemore, there is a m.ore even utilization of addressing machines, 
and other service facilities and equiJIIIent.* Microfilm has become 
almost an integral part of cycle billing. In a discussion of the 
possibility of using quadruplicate sales checks instead of microfilm, 
forty-one out of forty-two credit managers stated that filing sales 
checks would be less practical and more expensive than microfilm.** 
*2, P. 318 
**7, P. 92 
Adtaatments 
The adjustment department aJ.so reaps some advantages of cycle 
billing. Since the customer receives the or:l.ginaJ. copy of the saJ.es 
check:, the only question by the customer arises from illegible hand-
writing by salespeople. Often customers do not recall purchases made 
during a month. Under conventional billing, the question would be 
brought to an adjustment clerk "Who would find the or:l.g:l.naJ. ticket, 
show it to the customer, and return it to the file. With cycle bill-
ing, the customer sees his signature on each saJ.es check: and knows 
that he did purchase the item. 
Da.ld.n SUIIIIIIarizes this advantage as follows: 
The statement itself "Which is submitted to 
the customer is a neat, intelligent, and 
comprehensive record of the !llonth' s trans-
actions. Because the orig:l.naJ. sales cheeks 
and credit slips ere eo.cl.osed with the 
statement, the customer can immediately de-
termine what the items are and "Who the pur-
chaser was. This reduces billing inquiries 
and complaints to a large extent.* 
Secondly, microfilm assists the adjustment clerks in quick-
ly locating, on film, all the media for a customer. This becomes a 
saving if the customer's account must be looked up mare than once. 
Adjustment clerks cannot misfile records when they are on a micro-
film roll. 
AnsHtors 
The auditors are also in favor of cycle billing in the 
verification :of accounts recsivable operation. They can arrive any 
"¥:2, P. 314 
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4q, take the cycle which is being eampleted, and verify the cycle. 
They, too, gain in the advantage of the leveling of peaks in the ac-
counts receivable. 
TJ!z!pipg 
The ease of training personnel in a cycle bi 111 ng instal-
lation is an advantage which is frequently !llld correctly cited by 
the office machine companies. 
Once the control clerk is caref'ully selected, other person-
nel consist of file clerks and machine operators. File clerks at-
tsin a max1mum speed after a brief practice period. The machine 
operation is a very simple one campared to conventional billing. The 
operator does not need typing ability. Occasionally, the names and 
addresses must be typed on spoiled stataaents, but no proficiency in 
typing is reqW.red. If a cycle billing machine operator can operate 
an adding machine, she can more easily operate a billing machine for 
the machine itself mll autOIIW.tically subtract where it should. The 
operator does not even have to use a subtraction motor bar. The 
operator, too, reaches her maximum production in a very short period 
of time. 
The operator can a1'81'14f8 between three 
hundred aad five ~ transactions per 
hour, depending l1JIOA the speed of the opera-
tor and the lt'nlftge Jlalber of transactions 
per statement. It takes very little time 
to. train an operator.* 
Oth&r Adyantages 
Gilbert describes other general advantages that were found 
on his cycle billing operation: 
(l) Penrd.tted us to give our customers much 
better statements. In fact, we have come 
to feel that it has a definite advertising 
vaJ..ue to us and that this favorable cus-
tomer reaction should almost rate first 
among the benefits 
(2) Stopped the trend of ever increasing of-
fice expense even though sales have in-
creased 
(3) Absorbed all pay increases 
(4) Reduced ma.u hours about ten per cent 
( 5) Gives us much better records for our credit 
department to work from.* 
Customer reaction has been extremely favorable towards cycle 
billing. Kemper contacted several stores on this point and received 
excellent replies. Same of the opinions from the stores are as follows: 
Customers on the whole han taken to this 
method very satisfactorily. No customer 
complaints were received on the s,rstem; 
several favorable comments were made. In 
none of the comments received from the finns 
'WaS there a single mention of hannful effects 
on collections.-
To brieflJ< SUIIIIII8.riSe the advantages of the cycle billing 
system, reference is made to the results of a question asked to the 
credit ma.uagers as to what were the principal savings. The managers 
from eight stores believed it to be the even now of work; four stores, 
the eli,m,ination of peaks, which is somewhat the same. Lower billing 
costs, savings in bill adjustment, and customer satisfaction were each 
given as answers by three stores. Reduction in billing time, reduction 
*8, P. 119 
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in dunning time, and control of overlilllit and fraud blzying were each 
given as enS'W'ers by one store.* 
Philip Gleason of Abercrombie and Fitch gives the follow-
ing testimonial: 
We have saved $21,000.00 in the first year's 
operation. Our bill adjustments are at an !lll-
time low. We have never mailed statements be-
hind schedule. .More often than not our bills 
hit the predetermined control figure right on 
the nose. Our missing media consisted of three 
sales checks, two rEIIIIittance advices, and two 
credit history cards which were promptly re-
conatructed.** 
DipQyantaqs 
Lest cycle billing be considered a cure-all, the disadvan-
tages of the s,ystem are noted. These also should be weighed by any 
business considering the s,ystem. 
Internal Control 
One of the lllS.in disadvantages of a cycle billing system is 
the loss of intemal control during the billing period. This is gener-
ally the cCIIIIpl.aint that many accountants have against the system. Any 
person with access to a ledger tray could take media from that tray. 
The reconstruction of missing sales checks at the accounts receivable 
level is so difficult and costly that it is not usually attempted. 
There is absolutely no protection against lost or stolen sales checks 
once the sales checks have passed through the control clerk. Nothing 
*7, P. 143 
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is set up as a sales check control, as only the totals are maintained 
by the control clerk. 
A substitute protection is 1118intained by rigid personal con-
trol exercised by the accounts receivable manager in the strict rule 
that nothing be taken from the files. However, personal control is not 
considered, by many accountants, to be an adequate replacement for in-
ternal control, yet it has shollll a degree of success. Mabley and Carev, 
in Cincinniti, Ohio, cle.im that there has not been a single sales check 
stolen from their account pocket.* 
Missorts 
The handling of missorted media follovs a definite routine. 
It appears to be a complicated and difficult routine, and tends to dis-
tress management contemplating a cycle billing system. There is a feel-
ing that since ell media funnel through this one control clerlt, too 
much Elllphasis for successful operation depends on one person. It is also 
felt that a bottleneck such as this may slav production during the period 
of heavy seles volume. 
Since it is a meticulous operation, it requires an above-
average person as control clerlt. The control clerlt should have a book-
keeping background and should be a person "Who is adept in the careful 
handl1 ng of details. An inadequate control clerk can upset the entire 
cycle billing system by ·inaccuracies in -handling missorts. 
T]le control clerk is the crux of a successful . cycle installa-
tion. A great deal of responsibility is placed on the control clerk 
*7, P. 99 
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at a level in the o ganizational chart 'Where such responsibility is not 
usually found. 
Bal.apcipg 
The balan · g of the billing operation "With the cycle control 
tends to be another [disadvantage. Under conventional billing, the bill-
ing machine operata, balances daily, and there is a set-up for sales 
check control. Nat+any, it is much simpler to balance twenty or 
twenty-five day's po tings individually rather than just once, as in 
cycle billing. The are no subtotals to check one's work in a cycle 
set-up. The machine operator must 11Bit until the final totals are 
shown. Then, if the e are posting errors, an entire check must be 
made rather than a p rtial check. 
Secondly, he possibility .of not balancing a cycle bothers 
lll.all1 accountants. T e thought of meil:lng statements llhich do not prove 
to the control. seems almost heretical. Under conventional billing, the 
customers' accounts re balanced with each day's posting; on the last 
day of the month, o y that day1 s posting need be balanced because prior 
dqs' postings have een balanced.. However, under cycle billing, state-
ments may be mailed to customers even though the cycle does not balance 
to the controls. 
Some interesting questions were answered by credit managers 
using cycle billing, concerning the balancing procedures. They were asked, 
"What percentage of your controls do you succeed in balancing monthly? n 
Fourteen managers anll'Wered 100 per cent; two answered from 96 to 99 
per cent; three, 95 per cent; two, 90 per cent; two, 80 to 90 per ... ent; 
two, 75 per cent; and four, less than 75 per cent.* 
Then the reasons for the difficulties experienced in balanc-
ing controls was asked. Nine managers thought that the main diffi-
culty was llissorts not proper~ adjusted. Three blamed billing errors; 
two said stuffing errore, errors in addition and Sllbtraction in sales 
checks, and transfers of names.-
Finally they were asked how lll1l.Ch had been charged off yearly 
in order to bal.ance the controls. Eleven credit managers indicated 
nothing had been charged off; three indicated $50.00. Other individ-
ual amounts were as follows: $3.40, $10.31, $30.00, $40.00, $54.00, 
$59.00, $75.00, $300.00, and $2,000.00.*** 
It has al.so been stated 1'rca a reliable source that, re-
cently, one store in liTew England charged off over $18,000.00 at year-
end, due to differences between controls and billing.**** 
Qyptomer Reaction 
Although customer raaction was cited as an advantage by 
some, it is thought to be a disadvantage by others. A:ny change in 
customer routine upsets some customers, and some retailers object 
to cycle billing for that reason. This probably had more validity 
in the middle 1940's when cycle billing was in its infancy than in 
the middle 1950's when more stores use cycle billing. 
*7, P. l04 
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There is an additiOJ18l s.rgumem cited concerning the mai11ng-
of statements other than the first of the month. Kemper describes this 
disadvantage as follows: 
The principal and, in 11'11 opinion, only objection 
to cycl.e billing is the fact that the ~J~B.jority 
of one 1 s customers liill receive their bills on 
dey-s other than the first of the month. Most 
customers pay their bills on the first day of 
the month and if a bill has not been received 
during this so-called disturbing period, it 
will not be paid until the folloldng month when 
customers again write checks.* 
However, later in his discussion, Kemper appears to contra-
dict this proposed disadvantage. In discussing companies and stores 
that sell on the installment basis, he ralates: 
Payment due dates are spread over the entire 
month. Most customers pay their bills when 
they have the money. They get their money on 
as IIIBll1 different days of the month as there 
are working days.** 
Chenze:Dyer Period 
The transition and training period for a cycl.e billing in-
stallation is frequemly referred to as a ~J~B.jor disadvantage. Cycl.e 
billing is so radice.J.4r different from conventional billing that 1rain-
ing, understanding, preparation, and study become non-productive ex-
penses for a somewhat lengthy period. These disadvantages are generally 
of short-te:m duration; however, the intensity of the difficulties 
which are encountered in the change-over add dimension to the disad-
vantage arguments. 
*lO, P. 109 
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DUring this change-over time, there is a two-week period 
when the accounts receivable department is actuall.y working with two 
systems. A store could not merely start a regular cycle billing sys-
. telli on the first of' any month and allov it to run its regular course. 
The difficulty in attempting such a plan is the fact that statements 
would be mailed to customers at the beginning of' the alphabet thirty 
days after the system liaS inaugurated; however, those at the end of' 
the alphabet would not receive statements until sixty days later. 
Therefore, an interim billing is generally accepted to shorten this 
time span: 
The most generally accepted method of handling 
the change-over to cycle billing is to com-
plete the regular billing for one calendar 
month, then accumulate fifteen days' posting 
media and commence billing the center section 
of' the alphabet. In this manner, a person 
whose name begins with "M• receives a bill in 
fifteen deys after the system is installed. 
A person whose name begins with "Z" receives 
his bill in thirty days; a person whose name 
begins with "L8 would not receive his bill un-
til. forty-five deys. Of' course, after this 
initial adjustment period, all bills are billed 
every thirty days on a cycle basis.* 
This adjustment period requires constant supervision and 
careful thought. It also proposes a problem in the controller's di-
vision in the budgeting of cash. Since some statements will not be 
mail.ed for f'orty-f'ive days, cash receipts will decrease. Nizel des-
cribes this difficulty as follows: 
-112, .P. 328 
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During this period of change-over to cycle bill-
ing, collections on accounts "Will drop material-
ly. This is due to the fact that by the end of 
the first month in which the transition is made, 
only about one-half the customers will receive 
their bills for transactions occurring in that 
month; even in this group some will receive 
bills containing fifteen day's transactions, 
some sixteen days, BODle seventeen days, etc. Ac'-
cordingly, at the end of the first month, after 
the transition, an average of twenty-two days of 
transactions have been billed to one-half the 
customers, or an overall average of eleven days 
of transactions instead of a month 1 s transactionlt 
under the prior system. Consequently, it will be 
necessaey to provide fGr temporary cash equiva-
lents to approxilllate two-thirds of the nolWil col-
lections for that initial period. 
Normally, the cmllections for the second month of 
transactions should be equivalent to forty-nine 
(sixty minus eleven) da;rs of collections. HoweTer, 
two factors upset this equilabrium: the impact 
of the new system and the established paying habits 
of BODle customers 'Who will continue to pay their 
bills on the same day that they have always paid 
them.* 
There are several other internal problems which must be con-
sidered in the transition period. Many of these not only require 
management decision, but also require an expenditure of cash. 
The sales check itself may not adequately fulfill the needs 
of a cycle billing installation. An optimum size should be strived for. 
The sales check should be small enough to file easily, small enough to 
fit easily into the customer's V, yet large enough to contain all the 
pertinent information and large enough to be easily read in the sales, 
audit, filing, and billing operations.-
*17, P. ~ 
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Secondly, the filing equipment itself should be studied. 
Some stores prefer vertical files; others, horizontal files. Space for 
new customers' records must be a consideration. Rearrangement of cus-
tamer accounts to take care of new customers, once the system is in 
operation, could materially effect a well-Planned cycle alphabet. The 
American Society of Women Accountants emphasized these points: 
It is important to have extra space for 
expansion. Crowed files seriously handicap 
direct authorizing, stuffing, collecting and 
various other operations. When files become 
too crowed, the account must be reallocated, 
which usually means rearranging the controls.* 
Thirdly, the entire layout of the credit office and cash-
ier' s office mq have to be rearranged or moved, so that interviewers, 
bookkeepers, authorizers, tile clerks, cashiers, and adjustment clerks 
have ready access to the accounts. Since space is usually a problem, 
serious consideration should be given to the number of accounts that 
can be filed per square foot of floor space. This leads the system 
installer to the problem of how IIIBliY cycles and controls are advisable. 
The American Society of Women Accountants gives a rule-of-thumb to 
assist in this problem: 
Set up controls so that the run of posting 
'Will be twelve hundred to two thousand tick-
ets for each control. Longer posting runs 
cause serious time losses when balancing the 
postings to the control accounts.** 
Next comes the study of billing machines and microfilms. All 
*15. P • .39 
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mac~es are not alilce in all respects. Repair service that is ava:ll-
able by each machine company is of major importance. Some bookkeeping 
machines. are faster than others; SOlie are easier to learn to operate; 
some have direct subtraction which makes correction of mistakes an easi-
er task; some show not only the info1'!11Ation of the postings, but also 
the number of sales checks handled and the number of accounts posted 
(for production reports of billing machine operators). Concerning mi-
crofilm equip11ent, service and speed of obtaining the developed film 
are of utmost importance. Da.kins suggested that it would be a good 
idea to list aJ.l the points in the order of importance to the store, 
and then to find the machines which rate highest in most of these 
functions.* 
If the budget allows, the possibility of using a Charga-Plate 
or some method of imprinting the customer' s name and address on each 
sales check, should be considered. The time saved and the advantages 
gained in sorting, filing, and billing, will retum this investment in 
a very short; period of time. 
Da.kins offers another benefit: 
In addition to the obvious ailvanteges of 
the syst1111, you get the customers' names 
spelled correctly on thei-r sales checks 
which are returned to thEIII. Most customers 
like to see their Il8111eS spelled correctly.** 
The tedious task of transferring names and addresses to the 
nev ledger cards must be accomplished. Besides the names and addresses, 
other info:naation ms::r need to be transferred. Some stores transfer 
*2, P.3Z7 
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infomation !lbout previous p~ents, lhd.ts, "watch beyer", or care in 
filing, as there are DIOre than one CU8tamer with similar names.* It 
should be decided whether the store• s ow employees or outsiders 
should assist in this phase as well as other phases of the instal-
lation. The credit managers were questioned on this point. Thirty-
five out of fif'ty managers used their ow staff·** 
Naturally, there are innumerable Slllaller probl.ems that arise 
in the transition period, beyond the major ones that have been dis-
cussed. Balancing the postings, especially in the first few cycles, 
is a disconcerting experience. 
Because of this difficult transition period alld trouble-
..ame initial period, the disadvantages of cycle billing are often 
emphasized. 
The credit managers were asked their opinions on the most 
important problem 'Which cells for advance preparation in changing to 
cycle billing. In SUIIIIIIS.ry, their responses were as follows: thirteen 
liSD!lgers stated that preparing records Yae the DIOst important; el.even 
thought that bringing the addressograph department up to date rated 
first; five said Elllployee training; four, notif'yj.ng customers; other 
individual answers were: selling his ow employees on the system, pre-
training of billers, aDd selecting charge names for the initial in-
stellation.*** 
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other Considerations 
.Cycle billing has became a packaged system of billing ac-
counts receivable. The practice of posting all media at the end of a 
specified period instead of daily posting, the mailing of bills through-
out the month instead of at the end of the month, and the microfilming 
of records instead of filing them, have become integral. parts of this 
system. However, any one of these practices could be adapted to a con-
ventional system. Space economiea of microfilm would be as beneficial 
to conventional billing as to cycle billing. Daily postings with cy-
cle mailing could fulfill advantagea of lowering peaks and valleys in 
mailing and cash receipts. The American Optical Company has adopted 
the policy of collecting media throughout the month and posting once 
at the end of the month. This company felt that a one-cycle, multi-
control plan was the most efficient to operate for its needs. 
Al.though one might consider that cycle billing has these 
unique practices, the opposite appears to be true. It might be stated 
that these practices fitted cycle billing end were generally adopted 
as integral. parts of the system. Except for the Buffalo Plan, cycle 
billing did not evolve, step by step, as other systems usuaJ.ly do. 
It seemed to originate as a package plan consisting of its various 
elements. 
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GHAPTER VI 
:REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON RELATED INFOBMATION 
. Articles have been published rel.ating directly to varlous 
phases of cyele bUllng, The general categories to be discussed are: 
the size of the store considered for cycle billing; the responsibility 
of the flow of work in cycle billing; the possibility of using cycl.e 
billing in cl.ubs; a summary of the cycle billing installation at the 
Madigan Company; and some recent modifications of standard cycle 
billing. 
Size of store 
It is often a question in the minds of IIIIUlagement of smaller 
retail establishments if cycle billing would prove beneficial to the 
amaller operation. In a survey conducted in Ma;y 1949, by the Credit 
Management of the National Retail Dry Goods Association, seven re-
tailers 'llho mailed between 3500 and 6000 bills on a cycle basis re-
ported favorable customer reaction as well as improvement in their 
011n operation. Two stores were able to carry on their operation with 
less personnel than previously. In one case, the reduction was t-wo 
persons (from eleven to nine), and in the other case the reduction was 
one person {from six to five). A third store reported additional prO-
duction from the same staff.* 
Another indication of the number of accounts that a store 
*2, P. 3l4 
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should have in order to llll!ke cycle billing profitable, is the response 
by C:J."edit managers utilizing cycle billing. Two managers thought that 
1000 accounts '!iOuld be sufficient to warrant cycle billing; two managers 
thought 2000 accounts should be the mi.Dimum; eleven managers said 5000 
accounts; sixteen managers said 101 000 accounts; aix managers believed 
15,000 accounts; and f'our J118!18.gers thought that a store should have 
at least 201000 accounts.* 
Responsibility f'or the Operation of' the Cycle System 
In dif'f'erent stores various executives assume the responsi-
bility of the cycle system and supervise the now of work from sales 
audit, through accounts receivable, to the mailing department. From 
the replies of' the credit managers, it appears that, in several cases, 
the title of the executive is the major distinction. Twenty stores 
delegated the credit manager as the responsible agent; seven stores, 
the office manager; three stores delegated the direct responsibility 
to the controller, three to the accounts receivable manager, three to 
the billing supervisor, and three to the control supervisor; one 
store delegated the entire responsibility to the unit supervisor (in 
charge of the file clerks)·** 
Club Billipg 
There has been some interest by social clubs in cycle billing 
*7, P. 85 
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for member accounts. Most clubs do not service the volUDle of customers 
that is serviced by retail stores. Clubs are not required to keep the 
statistical records that the sales audit department keeps in retailing. 
However, clubs can receive some of the peak leveling benefits that cycle 
billing affords. Iredell reports on the application of cycle billing 
to memberbcuse accounts in clubs as follows. 
Some estillates, of the minimUDl m.m.ber of ac-
counts in a club, to llake a change wrth while, 
have been placed at approximately two thousand. 
Most installations have found that it requires 
fewer employees, with overtime practically 
eliminated. It has Qften said that if you are 
now using at least one billing machine, you can 
justify cycle billing. If you use more than 
one machine, you will not need them all with 
cycle billing. The important point is that 
it distributes the work load evenly throughout 
the month.* 
The Madigan Company 
' 
The development of a cycle billing installation at the 
Madigan Compaey demonstrates the general procedure and results of a 
change from conventional billing to cycle billing. In 1947, Madigan's 
embarked upon an active clllllpaign to attract more credit customers. 
The campaign was successful and the problem soon cllllle about as to how 
to handle all the new customers. The work load was too much for the 
conventional daily posting, the !!nd-of-month mailing problem was in-
creasing, and it was not possible to provide additional space to 
service tr.ecompaey's needs in accounts receivable. 
*16, P. 256 
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The operation,. too, lef't much to be desired. There was a great deal 
of confusion in authorization, bills were delayed because of increased 
volmne of posting, and customers l/'ere not satisfied ll'ith the service. 
After a thorough stu:ly of neighboring stores, Madigan 1 s de-
cided on cycle billing. In May' 1949, the store reported that state-
ments were on schedule time, more accounts were being handled and 
could be handled in the fUture ll'ith the same personnel, and the staff 
in the billing department l/'aS doing a nmnber of incidental operations 
that used to be handled by persons from other departments. Telephone 
authorization had been installed and l/'aS operating successfully. Be-
sides the regular customer ledger trays, Madigan Is b,ad installed a 
visible index of the Lindex type, arranged nmnerically by house num-
bers, ll'hich assisted in locating cuet0111ers 'Hbere sales check names 
were illegible. The store had 131000 accounts, of which 10,600 were 
considered active; the peek month saw ll, 326 statements mailed. The 
customers were divided into aixteen cycle, and cycle closing dates 
were slightly prior to those used in competitive stores, so that each 
month customers received the Madigan statement before those of other 
stores. Management expressed satisfaction because the system af-
forded more speed and accuracy, close statistical control, and the 
elimination of the peak load problems.* 
*'21, P, 29 
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Modification of C:rcle Billing 
There have been some modifications of the standard cycle 
billing system which have been adopted in illdividual establishments. 
These are classified as: partial descriptive billing on a cycle basis; 
two control cycle billing, and one control cycle billing. 
Partial Descriptive Billing on a QYgle Basis 
The Sakowitz stores felt that the major disadvantage of cy-
cle billing was the receipt by customers of the original sales checks. 
Management believed that the customers vere being confused and irri-
tated by poor pE>Dmansh1p1 by calculations, and by notations that vere 
found on various sales checks and other media. Therefore, the Sa.kowitz 
stores modified the statement which was mailed to the customer. The 
original sales checks vere not returned to the customer, since this vas 
the issue at hand. Instead of illdicating only the total amount of each 
sales check, the store nov itEllllized, on the statement, each purchase 
made (e.g. two handbags $20.00, 3 neckties $7.50, etc.). The itemiza-
tion did not shov the date of purchase, department number, purchaser, 
or acy infom.ation. Naturally, the accounting machines required a type-
writer. The practice of cycle mailing and cycle control was retained.* 
Two Control Cycle Billing 
Hochchild, Kobm and Compacy developed a two control cycle 
billing system "Which is primarily different in the setting up of the 
_controls. They maintained that the balancing on the stand&rd cycle 
*22, P. 48 
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bUling system gives an indefinite result. If a biller does not bal.ance 
the billing, it is usually conceded that it must have been a transfer in 
or out of the cycle that was handled incorrectly. Most controllers agree 
that it does not pay to track down every peiUJy. As indicated by Cairnes: 
After this setting up of controls, with all the 
original. record keeping and the "WOri: of slip 
transfers, the final result was not a complete 
control, but a near control, ending in a reason-
able shortage at the end of an accounting period.* 
Their solution to this objection was a tw control set up. The tw con-
trols are designated as the current control and the to-be-billed control. 
The total. sal.es for UIY one day are divided into either the current con-
trol or the to-be-billed control, as follows: 
Qurrent ControJ, To-Be-Billed Control 
1 day's wori: A-Z 
- 0 -
2 n n B- Z A 
3 n n c- z A-B 
4 n n C-Z A-B 
5 " • D- Z A- C 6 II n D- Z A- C 
7 " 
n L E- Z ~ A-D ~~-- = 
-
- 27 • " T- Z A-S 28 II n V-Z A-V 
29 n " V-Z A-V 30 
" 
u 
- 0- A-Z 
31 n II - 0- A- Z ** 
Let us assume that John Doe and Richard Roe were both to buy 
articles on the seventh of a given month. John Doe has al.ready received 
this month's statement, so the amount of his purchase would be posted 
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1n the second or to-be-b.iDid control. Richard Roe has not received 
his statement as yet, so the amount of his purchase would be posted in 
the first or current control. 
The total of all the itEIID!I built up in the first column is 
the control for the current month's activities. The total of all the 
items in the second column 11ill be considered in next month's current 
control. At the end of the month, a total of the new balances on all 
cycles should equal the current control. 
Cairnes summarizes the advantages and precautions of the two 
·control systems as follows: 
Ve have found that the 8110Ullt that we are short 
is less than the shortag~ on the eighteen con-
trol plan. Besides having the econom;y of opera-
tion, and the elimination of paper bandli ng, we 
also have the adnntage of a silaplified sales 
audit system. 
There are eooae precautions necessary: 
(1) Good account file supervision 
(2) Unit operators (file clerks) should be 
assigned a letter other than the first 
letter of their last name. 
(3) Internal and audit should spot check 
sales tickets fl"'OII audit through bill-
ing, especially employee sales 
(4) The personnel department should screen 
thoroughly those employees -who apply 
for account file clerk position 
If these precautions are takm, we feel that the risks 
are w·hrlwf d ancl t.bat all operating advantages will 
be reeli zed wi:thout semine to lessen our control to 
tmT ereat attmt.* 
Qce ~ Qrele fi:!JUug 
The one cont;rol c:ycrJ.e hlllin& daea ava:y with the prohl• of 
*12, P. 9 
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missorts, prelists by cycles, cycle controls, and addressograph. It 
was adopted by the Innes C0111pany, John Wanmnaker, and Visirecord. The 
basic difference in the system was as follows: 
Sales Audit: Once the departmental sales figures are obtained, 
the sales audit department merely rough-sorts the media alphabetically, 
tapes the total increase to accounts receivable, and releases the media 
to the accounts receivable department. The daily totals are posted to 
the control account, accounts receivable, in the general ledger. In al-
ternate months the media .are marked, by an automatic process, with a 
vivid color (to facilitate an operation at billing time). 
Accounts Receivable: The accounts receivable file clerks col-
lect their ow media and file them in a manner similar to standard cycle 
billing. If a file clerk finds a missort, she merely brings the ticket 
to the correct cycle. At the end of the billing period for the cycle, 
the file clerk addresses the statements by the use of a 11Visiri ter", a 
small inked roll that is rolled over a plate found at the top of the 
customer's history record card. 
Billing: 'fhe biller is required to make two runs of all 
the media. The first posting run is exactly the seme as the standard 
cycle billing. Then the biller reposts the media a second time and 
obtains six totals: (1) previous month's sales; (2) current month's sales; 
(3) previous month's returns; (4) current month's returns; (5) pre-
vious month's payments; and (6) current month's payments. The purpose 
of the post list is twofold: (l) it proves the first posting run, since 
the sum of the previous month's sales and current month's sales should 
equal the total sales as posted in the first posting run; (2) it proves 
the total. month figures that have been established in the saJ.es audit 
department. All the cycles must be posted for the calendar month. At 
that time, the totaJ.s of the current month saJ.es for all. the cycles 
csn be sUIIIIIled and should equal. the total. sales as established by sales 
for the calendar month. 
The advantages of the systEIII are cost advantages: fine 
sorting, prelisting, returns of missorts. The disadvantage in the 
system is some loss of control. A ccapany does not know for a month 
at a time if billing is in balance with saJ.es audit. If it is out of 
baJ.ance by a large amount, there is more difficulty in locating errors 
than there is in standard cycle billing • 
... 
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CHAPTER VII 
CYCLE BILLING l!XI.UIPMENT 
Cycle billing, a specialized type of billing, requires 
specialized equipnent. The ordinary- accounts receivable machine does 
not lend itself to the cycle operation. Many additional features are 
required on the accounting msch:lne. Secondly, since all sales checks 
are saved during the month, and since the account files also contain 
history cards and ledger cards, more_ elaborate filing cabinets must 
be provided. Thi~, since microfilm could be considered almost an 
integral part of cycle billing, recorders and readers Should be a 
consideration. 
Accounting Maglrl nes 
The Burroughs Corporation, the National Cash Register Com-
pany, and the Underwood Sunstrand Company manufacture and market cycle 
billing accounting machines. ·The machines are equipped w.l.th nine ac-
C1l111Ulating devices, registers, or cross footers. One of these cross-
footers is used to accumulate the total bill, for each customer, on 
the customer's statement and ledger card. Three are used to accumu-
late the totals of the monthly charges, credits, and callh items for 
each customer. These totals are printed on the customer ledger card. 
The remaining five registers are used to accumulate the cycle totals 
of old balances, charges, credits, cash, and new balances. The ma-
chines have the ability to do simultaneous addition, subtraction, sub-
totaling or totaling in more than one crossfooter or register (Chart IV). 
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The following department or specialty stores in Boston, 
Massachusetts, use the Underwood StmstrBlld Cycle Billing Machine: 
Cnandler and Company, Coleman' s Fashion Shop, Ccnrad Blld Cc. , Inc. , 
William Filene' s Sons Co., Gilchrist Cc. , Jordan Marsh Company, R. H. 
stearns Cc. , and R. H. 'White Corp. The Burroughs Corporation cycle 
biller is used at I. J. Fox, S. S. Piilrce Co., and Plotkin Bros. Jays 
Inc. uses the National Cash Register Company cycle billing machine. 
The Underwood Sunstrand Company machine differs in keyboard 
construction from the Burroughs Ccrporation and the National Cash Regis-
ter Company machines. The former uses the ten-key keyboard, whereas 
the others utilize the full-bank keyboard. All three companies main-
t'Sin service departments in Boston. All three use the split paten on 
the machine, which allows the statement to space up while posting in-
dividual items; meanwhile the ledger card holds firm and does not space up. 
The basic cost of the cycle billing machine approximates three 
thousand eight hundred dollars, plus six per cent federal excise tax. 
Extras, such as item counts, mecJjs holders, production counters, key-
board covers, etc. add to the basic cost, but may alJnost be considered 
luxury items to somewhat ease the operation. They are not essential 
to cycle billing procedure. 
The machine COlllpanies estiaate that a trained cycle billing 
operator pests a thousand accounts per day 'Without cheaking, or approxi-
mately eight hundred accounts per day if cheaking is done by the opera-
tor. Using these production figures as a guide, management of any 
store could establish the number of machines as well as the total cost 
of the machines that may be needed.* 
stores using cycle billing machines depreciate these machines 
more rapidly than other accounting machines. This is due to the con-
tinuous use of the cycl.e billing machine during each business day. 
Descriptive billing machines are in operation only during the daily 
posting run, whereas the cycle billing machine is contin'lOusly bill-
ing one cycle after another. There is not the time lag for prepara-
tion of media for billing, for authorization by the billing operator, 
nor for filing after posting that is fo~ in conventional billing. 
Companies who manufacture accounting machines recommend ten year de-
preciation on general accounting machines, but five to seven years on 
cycle billing machines. Bulletin F of the Internal Revenue Service 
allows eight years for depreciation of bookkeeping and accounting ma-
chines. This Bulletin has not been revised since 1942. The Internal 
Revenue Office in Boston, MassaChusetts, allows minimum depreciation 
of cycle billing machines to be five years, based on the usage factor.-
The depreciation factor can be an additional source of internal funds 
for compan:Les. 
Eve:cy new machine that is purchased carries a guarantee 
covering all costs of parts and labor for one year. Arter that time, 
service agreements are available for a ten-year period, costing one 
hundred and fifteen dollars per year. The service agreement covers 
oovers ell costs of parts snd labor for major as well as minor repairs. 
Complete overhauls with work done in the machine companies' repair 
shops are available at no charge 8IJY tilll.e during this ten year period. 
This procedure was initiated in 1955 by the manufacturers of accounting 
machines. 
A few of the Boston stores had statistics available concern-
ing the change from conventional to cycle billing "With respect to the 
number of machines that were needed. In 1946, Conrad and Co. mailed, 
on the average, twenty-two thousand statements per month. They s erv-
iced thirty thousand active accounts. On the average, sixty thousand 
sales tickets were processed; there were eighty-three thousand sales 
tickets processed during December. Prior to February 1947, six des-
criptive accounting machines were needed; in February 1947, two cycle 
billing machines replaced the six. 
J<1rdan Marsh Com.p8IJY used forty-four descriptive billing 
machines to post to their two hundred and forty thousand active 
accounts. After April 1946, eleven cycle billers replaced the forty-
four :machines. Likewise, at R. H. White Corp., five cycle billing 
machines replaced seventeen descriptive billing machines in order to 
post to seventy-six thousand active accounts. The R. H. White Corp. 
replacement occurred in July 1947. 
Filing PkJuipnent 
Several filing equip!lent companies manufacture and market 
cycle b'lling files. These include the Craig Co., Diebold Inc., Le 
Febure Co., llemington Rend, and Vivirecord Inc. The Craig files were 
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developed primarily for a,ycle billing operation and are more widely 
used than others. The Craig Company, assieted by Mr. Howard Davie, 
for.mer controller of Jordan .Marah Comp!!llf, manufactured trays to his 
epecifieations and for the uee at Jordan .Marah Comp!!llf. From the 
original inatallation, the Craig Comp!!llf wae able to IIIIUitet ita prod-
uct in Boston stores, and later on a national basie. The BostaD 
stores much utilize Craig tiles are: Chandler and Company, Co1Ellll&n1 s 
Fashion Shop, Conrad and Co. Inc., Vi111am P'ilene1 s Sons Co., Gilchrist 
Co., Jordan Marah Company, Plotkin Bros., R. H. Stearns Co., and R. H. 
'llhite Corp. Visirecord files are used at I. J. Fox and Ja:ys Inc. 
LeFebure filee are used at s. s. Pierce Co. 
The Cnd.g Co. now manufacturee and markets two basic models 
of a,ycle b1111ng files: Model 8000 llhich coats eight hundred dollars 
and affords one hundred sevent;r-six inches of usable f111ng space, 
and Model 10,000 much coats one thousand and sixty-five dollars and 
affords three hundred and thirty-five inches of usable filing space. 
To detel'llline the nwnber of filing units that a store might 
require, the Craig Co. has developed some average figures as guides. 
If a atore does not have statiatics on the nUillber of transactions' that 
affect accounts receivable, the Craig Co. suggests the following ranges 
as a rule of thumb: a specialty atore will process, on an average, 
one and one-halt' to two pieces of media per cuatomer; in December this 
will increase to two to four pieces; a department store will process, 
on an average, tw and one-half to three and one-helf pieces of media 
per custoJaer; in December this will increase to four to five. 
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Secondly, the Craig Co. suggests the following spacing be 
allowed: ledger cards !UIIi history record cards, fifteen inches per 
thousand accounts; statements (to be stuffed at the end of each cycle 
billing period), five inches per thoUSBlld accounts; transactions and 
media, four inches per thoUSBlld accounts; indexes, thirty-five inches 
per thousand accounts, and collection flashers, one inch per thousand 
accounts. Therefore, each thousand accounts should allow sixty inches 
of' filing space. In this way, management of' any store could establish 
the number of units as well as the total cost of' these units that would 
be needed.* 
Microf':ilm. Eauil!l!ent 
There are four major c0111panies manufacturing microfilm equip-
ment. They are the Bell and Howell Co., Diebold Inc., Recorda.k Cor-
poration, and ~gton Rand. In Boston, Recorda.k microfilm equipment 
is used at Chandler and Company, Coleman 1 s Fashion Shop, Conrad and Co. 
Inc., William Filene's Sons Co., I. J. Fox, Gilchrist Co., Jordan Marsh 
COIIIpany~ S. s. Pierce Co., Plotkin Bros., R. H. stearns Co., and R. l:!. 
White Corp. Bell and Howell equipment is used at Jays Inc • 
. The Recorda.k Corporation markets a microfilm recorder with an 
automatic feeding device designed to handle the various weights of' paper 
that are found in a cycle billing operation. Customer statements are 
usually of heavier paper than sales checks and other media. The model 
reoOllllllended by the Recordak Corporation is called the Reliant. 
*25 
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Most stores photograph at a forty to one red.uction. This 
means that documents forty inches long 'WOUld require one inch of film. 
All the stores use sixteen millimeter film, but photograph under an 
eighth millimeter principle, using half the "llidth of the film, down 
one side and up the other side of the film. With the automatic feed, 
the eight millimeter principle, aDd the ratio of forty to one, approxi-
mately fourteen thousand aDd eight hundred cycle billing media "llill 
fit on a hundred· foot roll of fillll.. This allovs the documents to 
average six inches in length. The Reliant photographs four hundred 
documents per minute "llith the automatic feed device. 
The cost of Reliant is eighteen hundred dollars. There ill 
no federal excise tax on any microfilm equipment. The cc;~st of each 
roll of film is seven dollars aDd sixty cents, which includes process-
ing aDd the necessary receiving spools. The Reliant has the ability 
of photographing media on t'IIO rolls of film simultaneously. The ex-
tra roll of film is sometimes desired under a branch store aDd main 
store operation, or if the accounts receivable are assigned. In the 
latter case the bank receives a roll of filmed documents and the store 
keeps the duplicate roll for its records. 
The Recordak Corporation manufactures a motorized film reader 
'Which selLs for nine hundred dollars. Equipped "llith a forty to one 
lens, the film reader reconstructs the documents on its screen; the 
documents are seen at their original size. Facsimile prints of the 
media can be made under ordinary room lighting conditions. The fac-
simile prints 'WOuld also be the original size of the documents. 
Therefore, duplicate bills could be reconstructed for customers.* 
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CHAPlER VIII 
CYCLE BILLING AT S. S. PIERCE CO. 
Company Ba clrgm•md 
S. s. Pierce Co. was founded in 1831 by Samuel s. Pierce, 
a retail grocer. Over the past century and a half the company has 
expanded in both retail and whol.esale grocery fields. The company's 
main offices are located in Boston• Massachusetts. There are twelve 
branch retail stores in metropolitan Boston, and one branch retail 
store in West Hartford• Connecticut. The wholesale division operates 
principally from its location in Boston. 
The company has established a reputation on customer satis-
faction and high quality merchandise. S. S. Pierce Co. reached nation-
al prominence during the fall of 1956 'When the Saturday Evening Post 
reported on the quality merchandise and customer relationship• in an 
articel entitled "They Coddle Their Customers".* 
Prices for items sold by s. s. Pierce Co. are often slight-
l.y higher than those asked by other retail grocery stores. s. S. 
Pierce Co. justifies this differential by added services which it 
offers and which are not usually offered at the retail grocery level. 
Some of these include the telephone ordering service, delivery serv-
ice by S. s. Pierce Co. trucks, and credit service. 
S. s. Pierce Co. caters to customers in the middle upper 
and upper brackets of income levels. Because of such a clientele, 
*201 P. 42. 
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the company has developed an area of high mark-up groceries llhich are 
not usually available in other grocery stores. Many of these items are 
imported, many are found only at s. s. Pierce Co. A few examples of 
this "tupe of merchandise, taken from the s. s. Pierce catalogue, are as 
follows: fresh caviar, quail eggs, calf's foot jelly, Roquefort cheese 
in brandy, escargots, Bombay duck, and frogs legs in Newburg sauce. 
Many of the national name brands are available at s. S. 
Pierce Co. This company also sells merchandise under its own brand 
names. These include Overland, Choisa, Epicure, Thlbassy, S. S. Pierce 
Blue Label, and S. S. Pierce Red Label. There are six major depart-
ments in the business: confectionery, grocery, household, perfumery, 
tobacco., and wines and spirits. The wines and spirits department in-
cludes a bottling plant, located in Boston, which processes the S. s. 
Pierce brand liquors. The net sales of s. S. Pierce Co. exceeded 
thirty million dollars in the year 1956. 
The accounting and credit activities for the wholesale di-
vision are.performed in the Boston office. s. s. Pierce Co. screens 
carefully any retail outlet which will be carrying its brand merchan-
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dise. Location and clientele of the retail outlets are carefully 
considered before a retail store is accepted. The wholesale division also 
services hotels, clubs, and institutions. 
Invoices are extended and typed at the wholesale accounting 
department on Burroughs multiplying machines. Invoices are mailed to 
customers with each order. Appro:ximately ninety per cent of these 
customers pay on invoices, because of discount benefits. The company 
does ms.il some i'ull statements and some open-end statements at the 
end of each month. However, this practioe is usual.J.y at the request 
of specific customers and is not the oompany 1 s no:nnal procedure. 
The purpose of this stuay is the eXBmination of the retail 
billing. It 'Will not consider the wholesale billing. It is intended 
to demonstrate each phase of the operation under conventional billing 
(prior to 1952), during the initial cycle billing period (September 
1952 to December 1952), and under full cycle billing (January 1953 
to the present time). The material in the study was obtained from 
S. S. Pierce Co. records during the personal interviews 'With Mr. 
George Neuschafer, Assistant Controller in charge of accounting sys-
tamll:o and Mr. Richard Daniels, Department Manager in charge of the 
accounts receivable department. Both of these gentlemen worked closely 
with the members of S. s. Pierce Co. management during the pre-adoption 
stages and the initial stages of cycle billing for the company. Both 
have had sufficient experience 'With S. S. Pierce Co. under conven-
tional and cycle billing to justify the validity of their opinions. 
The study will consider four major breakdowns of the re-
tail operatiom the sales department, the statistical department, the 
accounts receivable department, and the credit and collection depart-
ment. \fuen applicable, the results under conventional billing will 
be contrasted with the results under cyole billing. 
' 
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Selling Department 
Retail sales are transacted in the following 'Ways; in person 
at one of the retail stores, by mail, or by telephone. There are three 
types of retail sales; cash, charge, and c.o.D. 
The mail order sales fram. local customers are highly season-
al, The highest peek in mail order sales comes just prior to Christmas, 
and 110st of these orders are for gift boJtes of fancy grocer:las. other 
lesser peaks in this department are prior to other holidays such as 
Thanksgiving, .Mother's Day, Easter, and Valentine Day. The number of 
mail orders also increases in lioYI!IIIber and Mey- as a result of the S. s. 
Pierce Co. catalogue, "The Epicure", which is sent to all active and 
inactive charge customers, and to other customers 'Who have requested 
this catalogue. Mail order forms are inserted in this catalogue. It 
'WRS estimated that appro:x:illlately six hlmdred customers, living outside 
Massachusetts, order regularly, one or twice a month, through the 
mail. Delivery to these customers is handled by Rail'WRy Express. 
The mail order department is a subdivision of the telephone 
order department. The telephone order department handles incoming 
telephone orders as well as telephone order service. This S. s. Pierce 
Co, service is unique in Boston. Operators in this department tele-
phone customers regularly on a weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly basis. 
The compaey tries to schedule the calls so that the sflllle operator con-
tacts his customers at approximately the smne time and on the sflllle 
dey each week. The operator has a detailed card for each cust0111er. 
Inform.ation on the card shows the nflllle, winter and summer addresses, 
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telephone JIWIIbers, nUIIlber in the family, special orders, likes, dis-
likes, and other miscellaneous infomation. The operator telephones 
a customer, m-ites an order, and suggests additional items. These 
suggestions are generally items wbiah are on special sale at the time, 
or which are noted on the card as "like" items. Through these sug-
gestions, two additional items, on an average, are added to each 
order. There also develops a very friendly relationship between the 
unseen telephone operator and the customer. All telephone orders are 
charge or C.O.D. sales. 
The telephone ordering service has greatly increased since 
World War II. In 1948, Mr. Roger Preston, then President of s.s. 
Pierce Co., initiated a eam.paign to attract new customers through tele-
phone order service. At that time approximately twenty thousand calls 
were IDIIIie llllmthly. By 1952 there were over fifty thousand calls per 
month. This increase has continued, and in 1956 the telephone order 
service averaged almost eighty thousand calls per month. Recent 
statistics of the number of calls handled by the telephone order serv-
ice are as follows. An average operator handles five hundred weekly 
calls, eighty-five per cent of which result in orders. 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1956 
1956 
1956 
1956 
1956 
68,430 
84,ll5 
79,347 
89,528 
96,884 
There are thirty-four regular operators in the department, and 
some part-time employees 'Who also assist in the department. The number 
of these part-time employees varies, depending on seasonal fluctuations. 
At the retail store level, cash, charge, and C.O.D. sales 
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are transacted. Merchandise is taken from store stock on a cash-take 
or charge-take sale. Merchandise is not taken from store stock on any 
of the other type salsa. The amount of cash sales is rung into cash 
registers: a register receipt is given with cash-take sales. Sales 
slips are written for all sales except cash-take sales. Telephone 
authorization is reqUired on all charge sales. Customers of S. s. 
Pierce Co. do not have charge cards or charge plates, therefore, each 
charge sale is authorized. 
Due to the probability of several items of groceries on a 
sales check·, the size of the sales check is much longer than is nor-
mally found in department or specialty stores. Prior to cycle billing 
installation, sales checks were at" x ll", subsequently they were re-
duced to 7" x 10" in order to ease the form handling at the accounts 
receivable level. 
Sales checks are recorded in duplicate. The original copy 
remains within the company, to be used as posting media. The carbon 
routes to the order filling department and is left with the customer 
when the order is delivered. liJ.l sales checks are verified for cor-
rect prices and extensions. Salespeople are instructed to use separate 
sales checks for merchandise from each department. For example, if a 
customer ordered ten grocery items, two tobacco items, and two liquor 
items, three sales checks wuld be used. They would be cross-referenced 
in the corner; first of three, second of three, and third of three. In 
this manner the entire order could be filled for one delivery, even 
though the filling of the order would be co~leted from three different 
111ources. 
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A large, woden, collapsible crate is set up for each custome:r. 
The sales check is attached to the side of the crate. The crate moves 
along a conveyor belt passing each section of groceries. stock clerks 
fill the crate with ordered merchandise and me.rk the sales checks. 
For example, if an order called for six bars of Ivory soap, the stock 
clerk at the soap section would place six bars in the crate as the 
crate moved along the conveyor belt by his section. He would also 
mark the sales slip on the line sho'Wing the order for soap. 
As the crates come off the conveyor belt, they are placed in 
the loading zone by truck numbers; truclol are then loaded by routes. 
The advent of cycle billing has little effect on the routine 
followed by the sales department. The size of the sales check and the 
procedure of telephone authorization varied slightly. The sales per-
sons were also given instructions on the billing system in order to 
be able to anS'Wer customer queries. 
statistical Departmep,t 
The statistical department at s. s. Pierce Co. compiles sta-
tistics and assembles subsidiazy ledger data and general ledger figures. 
The department functions in a similar manner to the sales audit depart-
ment in department and specialty stores. Bundles of original sales 
slips arrive by stores to the statistical department, with a predeter-
mined total on an adding machine tape. Amounts on the sales checks 
are verified to this tape for each retail store. Then an I.B.M. card 
is cut for each sales check by department, by store, and by type of 
sale. I.B • .!l. cards are also cut from infomation provided by each 
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store's register reader. After all the cards for the day's sales have 
been cut, the I.B • .M. statistical machine sorts and processes the cards. 
Totals are available for sales by departments, by stores, end by type 
of sales. Sel.es by departments are posted and accumulated for depart-
mental profit and loss. Sal.es by stores are posted and acC1.DIIulated for 
retail store profit and loss. B'atural.:Q", the total of the sales by 
departments must equal. the total of the aales by stores; thus, one 
cross check is effected. The total of the sales by type of sale be-
COllies en entry in the general ledger for a further verification of de-
partaental and store sales. The total of the sales by charge sales be-
COIII8S the controlling figure for the posting of the accounts receivable 
department. 
The sales tickets dealing 'With charge sales are then sepa-
rated from all other sales tickets and are sorted into the various bill-
ing groups. Prior to cycle billing there were six basic billing gr9ups. 
The saJ.es checks were prillarily rough-sorted into the six groups1 A-D, 
E-H, I-L, .M-P, Q-T, and U-Z plus business CQIIIpllllies. (All business CQIII-
pllllies ~ng at retail were included in group six.) Then the sales 
checks in each group were fine-sorted into stricter alphabetical se-
quence. Addin.g machine tapes were then taken on each group for control 
purpose. The sum of the six adding machine tapes had to equal the 
total which was acoumul.ated by the I.B.M. machine. 
The advent of cycle b11Hng necessitated additional sorting 
gr9ups and listing operations. Instead of six classifications and six 
tapes, eighty classifications and eighty tapes had to be made. No addi-
tional personnel was required for the job in 1952, but slide-sorting 
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treys were pli1'Cbaseci at the initial cost of one h\llllired and seventy dol:,_ 
lars. During the initieJ. i!eriods of 'tke installation, the sorting by 
cycle operation ns substentia:Lly slower thm before. However, the pro-
duction was retUl'lled to nozmal llithin the first month. The reason for 
initial slowness in this sorting operation vas the constant reference 
to the new eicJlty alphabetical breakdowns. 
In 1953, an experiaent ns tried in the statisticeJ. depart-
ment. The experiment vas tried for one month to allow for training 
difficultie!J, but even thez~ it did IIOt prove successful. As the I.B.M. 
CIU'd vas cut for each sale, an sQditioneJ. hole vas cut indicating the 
cycle nUIIIber. Cards were then sorted into cycles and the I.B.M. 101 
statistical machine produced the data necessary for the cycle control 
cler:k in accounts receivable. However, the sorting of the original 
sales checks still had to be accomplished. Secondly, the additioneJ. 
time needed to punch cycle nllllbers into the cards, and to sort the 
cards, interfered llith the schedule of other work done on the I.B.M. 
machines. Thirdly, the listing of seJ.es slips by cycles gave an addi-
tioneJ. verification of charge slips which would have been lost under 
the I.B • .M. plan. 
Once the sales slips have been sorted into cycles and adding 
machine tapes have been attached, controls by cycles are kept in the 
statistical department. This posting is duplicated in the accounts 
receivable department, but it is felt that the cost of duplication 
is well worth the effort, since reference is constantly being made to 
the control figures in the statisticeJ. department, by the control cler:k 
in the accounts receivable department. If the billing totals are out 
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of balance 'With the control clerk's totals in accounts receivable, an 
initial verification is made of the control kept in the statistical 
department to the control kept in the accounts receivable department, 
to dete:rioine errors made at those levels. 
There was no additional personnel or equipment needed in the 
statistical department due to the change from conventional billing to 
cycle billing in 1952. Naturally, the change-over period resulted in 
minor changllll in routine, which have been indicated. TliO additional 
persons have since been added to service the additional volume in sales. 
Accounts Recein.ble Department 
Prior to September 1952, billing to customers w.s end-of-
month descriptive billing. The accounts receivable personnel consisted 
of the department manager, six supervisors, thirty-six billing clerks, 
lllld two clerk-typists. Each supervisor w.s in charge of six billing 
clerks; each supervisol' controlled one of the six subdivisions of the 
alphabet. 
There were forty-eight accounting machines in use at the ti:me. 
Six of these were bookkeeping machines, without typewriter keyboard, on 
which the supervisors posted controls lllld prelisted cash and merchandise 
returns according to the six alphabetical breakdo'!ms within the section. 
There were forty-two descriptive billing machines, with typewriter key-
boards, used to produce statements and ledger cards for customers. Six 
of these were designated as spares and were used during peak seasons or 
in case a regular machine was mechanically disabled. 
8.3 
In 1952, S. S. Pierce Co. llt!.S faced 'With the problem of 
major repairs or replacements of several. billing machines. The mechani-
cal. breakdo'Wlls were severe during the Christmas 1951 billing period. 
This was due primarily to the age of the machines. The range of the 
ages of the machines llt!.S as follows: 
Less than 3 years old 
3 - 6 years old 
6 - 9 years old 
9 - 12 years old 
12- 15 years old . 
Over 15 years old 
4 machines 
4 machines 
2 machines 
8 machines 
16 machines 
l4 machines 
An added difficulty llt!.S the fact that six of the eight 
machines in the nine to twal.ve year range were second-hand rebuilt 
machines. Furthel'liOrs, the number of customers in accounts receivable 
had subst~tially increased. Exact figures -were not available, but it 
ws estimated that between 1948 and 1952 the number of charge customers 
had alDJ.o.st doubled. This llt!.S partial.ly due to the increased promotion 
of the telephone order department, and the increased number of families 
1110ving to suburban areas where delivery and credit service were appre-
ciated. 
Depreciation of the billing machines was on the straight-line 
method at eight per cent of cost each year. This resulted in writing 
off the cost of a machine to expense in twelve and one-half years. 
Therefore, thirty of the forty-eight machines had been completely writ-
ten off. 
The forty-two regular machines were kept under service agree-
ment at an annual cost of ninety-five dollars par machine, or a total 
annual cost of three thousand nine hundred and ninety dollars. Machines 
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1!mder service contracts would be inspected and cleaned semi-annually. 
There would be no charge for rep~rs that could be made on location. 
Hcnrever, if an older machine required major repairs, or overhauling in 
the service shclp, the cost of both labor and parts would be charged. 
s.s. Pierce Co. estimated that by 1953 approximately one-half of their 
machines would require major repairs or need to be replaced. 
It was under these circumstances that the possibility of 
cycle billing grew. Mr. Neuschafer and Mr. Daniels visited several 
cycle billing installations in Boston stores. Numerous meetings of 
management were held to discuss the adoption of the system. The two 
major arguments against the adoption were customers' reaction and 
initial costs. At first, the form.er appeared to be far more important 
than the latter. 
It wa.s argued, by the proponents, that all the major depart-
ment and specialty stores had adopted cycle billing. The customers 
serviced by these stores were the same customers serviced by s. S. 
Pierce Co. The status quo would be somellhat disturned, but customers 
were familiar with the cycle billing setup and would accept it. The 
opponents felt that the s. S. Pierce customers were satisfied with 
the statement used and that cycle billing would irritate those customers. 
A compromise was accepted. S. s. Pierce Co. would adopt cycle 
billing, but "WOuld also keep the seven newest descriptive billing ma-
chines to satisfy those customers who criticized the cycle billing 
setup. Also, an insert, to be placed with the customer's statement 
during the first cycle periods, "WOuld explain the cycle system, and 
invite customers llho preferred the descriptive system to state their 
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preference. During the first year of cycle billing, ten custOIIlers r~­
quested descriptive stataments. Nine of them had had difficulty with 
cycle billing in other stores and therefore preferred the older method. 
The other custOIIler stated that she filed all bills and that the cycle 
media took too much roOIIl in her files. Today, these ten customers receive 
descriptive bills prepared on a typewriter. The seven billing machines 
that were retained are used in the wholesale billing department. 
The cost factor also favored cycle billing. If descriptive 
billing were to continue, at least twenty-five new descriptive billing 
machines should be purchased in the years 1952 and 1953. The costs in-
volved in repairing the old machines were too ~gh, considering their 
age. Replacement machines in 1952 cost tw thousand four hundred dol-
lars each, less ten per cent quantity discount and less an average 
trade-in allowance of one hundred dollars per machine. Therefore, the 
total cost of repl.acement wuld be fifty-one thousand five hundred dol-
lars over the tw-year period. 
This was contrasted w.l.th the cost of cycle bill.ing equip-
ment. Folll" cycle billing machines wuld be needed, at a unit cost of 
f;bree thousand one hundred fifty dollars each. Sixteen file units 
would be required. Because of the size of the sales tickets, s. s. 
Pierce Co. needed large tub units. Tbese were considered to be not 
as efficient as other cycle billing files because the fil.e clerk would 
have to stand or sit sideways 'llhile stuffing media. However, the 
necessity of large sales checks demanded the tub style files. The 
unit cost of the tub styl.e file was nine hundred and twenty dollars. 
One microfilm recorder and at l.east one reader were required. The cost 
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of the recorder was one thous8lld nine hundred 8lld fifty dollars, the 
cost of the reader was six hundreQ. and fifty dollars. Twelve hundred 
dollars was also required to purchase additional addressograph 
equipment. 
or the forty-one machines which were no longer needed in ac-
counts receivable, four were transferred to other departments, and 
thirty-seven were sold, in a lot, to a second-hand dealer. Payment of 
twenty-six hundred dollars was obtained by s. S. Pierce Co. for the 
machines. The total expenditure for equipment, therefore, was twenty-
eight thousand five hundred 8lld twenty dollars. This enabled s. S. 
Pierce Co. to have all new eqlliJDent, as compared to replacing only 
twenty-five of the forty-eight descriptive machines. It also reduced 
the investment. by almost. twenty-three thousand dollars. 
The charge to depreciation expenses under cycle billing 
would be less than that under conventional billing. With tile acquisi-
tion of twenty-five new descriptive machines, there would be forty-three 
machines not fully depreciated. Within three years this number would 
drop to thirty-seven machines. Using the straight-line method of 
depreciation with an eight per cent rate, the first year's deprecia-
tion charge would be seven thousand four hUQdred and sixteen dollars. 
By the end of the third year it would decrease because of the eight other 
machines being fully depreciated to six thousand ninety-eight dollars 
At the end of this time thirteen additional machines would be fully 
depreciated and other replacements would probably be needed. 
The depreciation on the cycle billing equipment was set up 
under the straight-line method of depreciation; however, various rates 
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were UIJed depending on the equip~~ent. The accounting machines were 
depreciated over an eight-year basis, or at the rate of twelve and 
one-half per cent; this resulted in an annual charge of one thousand 
two hundred and fifty dollars. Filing equip~~ent was depreciated over 
a: twenty-year basis, or at the rate of five per cent; this resulted in 
an annual charge of seven hundred thirty-six dollars. The microfilm 
and addressograph equip~~ent vas depreciated over a ten-year period 
or at the rate of ten per cent; this .resulted in an annual charge of 
three hU!Idred and eighty dollars. The total annual expense for depre-
ciation with cycle billing equip~~ent 111101mted to two thousand three 
hundred and sixty-six dollars. In the first three-year period, this 
would result in a reduction of expense amounting to over thirteen 
thousand dollars. 
In addition to a smaller investment in capital equip~~ent 
there were also savings projected in operating costs. The first of 
these savings resulted from reduction in service contracts for the 
cycle billing machines. Under descriptive billing, forty-two account-
ing machines were under service contract at an annual cost of three 
thousand nine hundred and ninety dollars. Service contracts for the 
cycle billing machines cost ninety dollars annually, five dollars less 
per unit than the service contracts for the descriptive billing ma-
chines with typewriters. '!.'here were onl.y four cycle billing machines 
instead of forty-two descriptive machines. This results in an annual 
service cost of three hundred and sixty dollars. Service cost for the 
microfilm equip~~ent totaled one hundred and twenty dollars annually, 
and for the addressograph eqllix:aent, sixty dollars. The total am1ual 
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service contract costs were five hundred end forty dollars. This rep-
resented an annual savings of expenditures amounting to three thousand 
four hwdred o.nd fifty dollars. Savings on service contracts alone 
vould pay for the cycle billing equiJ*,ent in less then nine years. 
Another llllljor operational savings in the accounts receivable 
department. resulted from reclassification and training of personnel. 
Throughout S. s. Pierce Co. several departments were experiencing 
difficulty in obtaining trained billing machine operators. By the 
adoption of cycle billing, six operators were immediately transferred 
to the wholesale department, one was transferred to the inventory de-
partment, one to the purchasing department, and seven to various re-
tail stores. The remaining twenty-one operators were temporarily 
assigned as file clerks until acceptable openings became available. 
By July 1953 all of these twenty-one .operators had been transferred 
to acceptable positions or had resigned. 
Four of the six supervisors, under descriptive billing, were 
designated as cycle billing machine operators. The other two took over 
the functions of control clerks. A student was hired on a part-time 
basis to photograph the d~1 s media. This took approximately three 
hours each afternoon. Two other clerks were designated as 11'WhoH clerks 
to trace sales check:;: whl.ch had improper spelling of names, questionable 
addresses, or other queries or errors on the media. The H'Wbo" clerks 
were also responsible for the disposition of all missorts between cycles, 
One additional clerk-typist was assigned to the department to handle 
clerical functions and to. assist the file clerks if necessary. Twenty-
four flle clerks were assigned to procees the media for the sixteen 
cycles. 
In August 1952 the payroll for the accounts receivable depart. 
ment under descriptive billing Blll6unted to nine thousand one hundred and 
thirty-nine dollars. One year later, after cycle billing had been fully 
installed, the payroll amounted to s:lx thousand six hundred and forty-
three dollars. This comparison shows a monthly savings of personnel 
costs of two thousand four hundred and ninety-six dollars. The number 
or people decreased from forty-five to thirty-six end one-half. 
Since 1952, two e.ddi"tionaJ. cycle billing machines have been 
added to handle the increase in charge customers. In September 1952, 
at the start of the cycle installation, s. S. Pierce Co. had approxi-
mately seventy-Dine thousand actiTe accounts. Four years later the 
number had increased to one hundred aad three thousand active accounts. 
Ne:!.ther of these figures includes the large number of business and other 
Christmas aeoounts Yhich are active only in DecEIIIber of each year. 
Under descriptiTe billing, each billing machine operator 
we responsible for approximately two thousand two hundred accounts. 
The average activity in each account is slightly over three media 
monthly. 0.1' course, many- accounts are far more active, Yhile others 
have little or no activity in certain months. The billing operator 
addressed active statements end posted daily to statements Rild ledger 
cards. Therefore, on an average, each operator posted three hundred 
media per day to one hundred statements. .Media ranged from one-line 
cash and return. items to twenty-line saJ.es checks. The daily routine 
required the operators first to offset active ledger cards, collate 
the ledger card and statement, post the media, and then balance to 
the controls. 
Under cycle billing, without the requirements of typing each 
line, of collating ledger cards, and of offsetting active accounts, 
each machine was able to handle the activity of twenty thousand custom-
ers, or almost one thousand statements daily. Management at s. s. 
Pierce Co. considers the posting of one thousand statements daily an 
optimum production. This allows time for billing machine operators to 
do their own auditing of total billing to cycle control. 
The management of S. s. Pierce Co. was very pleased with the 
appearance of the new cycle billing statements as compared with the des-
criptive statements. Mr. Rodger Preston, past-president of S. S. Pierce 
Co., expended the time to dictate an inter-office memorandum to the ac-
counts receivable department complimenting them on this point. The 
descriptive statement often had been from two to six pages in length, 
as each item from each sales check was copied. Now, since only the 
total of each sales check is placed on the statement, the great ma-
jority of statements are only one page in length. 
Legibility was a major difficulty of the descriptive state-
ment.. When the billing clerks were rushed, at the end of the month or 
during peak periods, abbreviations were frequently used on bills. 
There was no standardization or explanation of abbreviations for the 
customers' benefit. Many customers called to have the items explained. 
An example was cited as follows; a customer telephoned to question an 
item which read "2 Ff. Sg. 7". The adjustment clerk wrote the adjust-
ment follow-up fonn. He had to inquire CC)nceming the customer's name, 
address, telephone number, and write a brief sentence about the cus-
tomer's question. The adjustment clerk then was required to go to 
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accounts receivable, locate the sales checks for that particular day, 
and finally find the ~ct sales check of the questioning customer. 
From this sales check the adjustment clerk could complete the adjust-
ment follow-up fonn. He then re-telephoned the customer and reported 
that the purchase was made at the Coolidge Corner store; that the 
"2 Ff. Sg. 7" in question consisted of two-fifths of Seagram Seven 
which was delivered to John Doe. The adjustment clerk usually offered 
apologies; the customer usually ranembered the item after the explana-
tion. However, the time consumed by the adjustment clerlc in writing 
the follow-up form, locate the sales slip, and telephone the customer 
was from twenty to thirty minutes. Furthermore, there 'WaS continuous 
pressure placed on the billing clerks to stop abbreviating. · However, 
during periods of increased billing and during the latter days of the 
month, abbreviations were used, since there was an opposite pressure 
to get the statements out on time. It was estimated t.hat, prior to 
cycle billing, there were, monthly, between one hundred 6Dd one hundred 
and fifty adjustments of this type. During January the figure was much 
higher. One hundred such adjustments, consuming t\Centy minutes each, 
wuld require thirty-three hours, or almost one ;.reek's work for one 
adjustment clerk. Under cycle billing, the original sales checks are 
mailed to each customer, and questions of tilis type are limited to the 
legibility of the sales check~>· Today it would be considered an unusual 
month if there were more than ten such adjustments. 
The mailing department was able to effect tw-o economies. 
Under descr±ptive billing, the mail clerk handling the accounts receiv-
able transactions fulfilled tw duties. The first was the insertion 
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of the statements into window envelopes and the stamping and seaJ.ing o£ 
the envelopes. The latter operstion was aCCOIIplished on a Pitney Howes 
machine; but it still required the mail eler.k1 s time to stack the en-
velopes and watch the operstion for mechanical failUJ:elil. Since all the 
statements arrived at the mailing department at approximately the same 
time, this operation in the mailing department always required overtime 
or additional help The completion of the operstion took from three to 
eight days, depending on the volume of outgoing statements. The second 
operstion 'l!ll.s the opening of incomin~ mail, consisting of payments, 
listing the amounts of the checks on adding machine tapes, and sort-
ing the payment vouchers into the six alphabetical classifications for 
the accounts receivable supervisors. S. s. Pierce Co. enclose self-
addressed·, distinctive envelopes with the statement, in -which the cus-
tOIIIers may enclose payments. During the first few days of the month 
the eler.k. liaS c0111pletaly occupied in mailing statements, and the open-
ing of remittances 'l!ll.s allowed to be postponed. Therefore, the company 
did not have the use of the money f1'0III these payments during such days. 
However, on several occasions it was noted that the accounts receivable 
supervisors assisted by taking over this task. 
The now of vork for the mail clerk, under cycle billing, has 
reduced the peak period. Overtime in the department is rare, and if 
it does occur it is usually a result of mechanical breakdown of the 
mailing machine. The volume of vork is almost level throughout the 
month 'With approximately the same nUIIIber of payments and statements 
handled daily. 
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An inspection of the cash receipts demonstrated another peek 
'Which has been leveled. Exact figures on the number of payments were 
not available, but an indication from the cash receipts showed receipts 
of the second week of the month to be at least four times the receipts 
of the fourth week of the month. The percentage of cash receipts re-
sulting fram paymants on accounts receivable during the month of 
Febi'Ilary 1952 compared to that of February 1953, was as follows: 
Week ending Feb. 8, 1952 27.2% 
Week ending Feb.l5, 1952 45.4% 
Week ending Feb.2l, 1952 16.6% 
Week ending Feb.29, 1952 10.8% 
100. % 
Week ending Feb. 6, 1953 31.1% 
Week ending Feb.l3, 1953 24.6% 
Week ending Feb.20, 1953 24.0% 
Week ending Feb .27, 1953 20.3% 
100. % 
As indicated, the peeks and valleys in receipt of cash have been 
greatly diminished. This resulted in a simpler plan of budgeting for 
the controller's division, ae well as a more even fiow of work for 
people handling cash as well as subsidiary entries. 
The mo&t difficult period of cycle billing at s. s. Pierce Co. 
was during the months of September through December 1952, the change-
over period. Overtime and week-end work was prevalent during these four 
months. The first essential operation was the careful checking of 
addressograph plates to names and addresses in accounts receivable. 
Since the names and addresses were typed on the statements by the bill-
ing clerks, S. S. Pierce Co. had allowed the addressograph file to de-
teriorate. The file was used only to send the S. s. Pierce publi-
cation twice a year. Plates were formerly removed from the file only 
when this publication 'WRS returned to s. s. Pierce Co. because of in-
correct addresses. However, a great 111SJ1Y of the publications were 
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forwarded by the postal. authorities without any knowledge by s. s. 
Pierce Co. Secondly, a large number of plates in the addressograph file 
represented customers who were once active customers but who had become 
inactive; the publication ws still being sent to these fomer customer!!, 
but no activity in credit buying resulted. Also, the addressograph 
file included non-charge customers who had requested the publication. 
Therefore, the billing clerks were paid overtime for two weeks and were 
brought in one Saturday and Sunday to correct the addressograph file. 
A problem probably unique to s. s. Pierce Co., caused a great 
deal of discussion and provocation concerning the centralized addresso-
graph file. Many of the customers of S. S. Pierce Co. have two or three 
addresses for different seasons of the year. Notations such as "send 
June, July, and August statements to P. o. Box 1234, Scituate, Mass." 
were common on ledger cards. During the three summer months the bill-
ing clerk would address statements to the summer address, and during the 
remainder of the year to the Boston address. Under an addressograph 
setup the continuous changes in mailing address for an individual cus-
tomer would be impractical.. One should keep in mind the company's 
philosophy of customer relationship. The service had been rendered in 
the past and would not be offered in the future. The argument that 
other stores mailed to one address only did not appease some of the 
members of management. They maintained that this was s. s. Pierce Co. 
and not another store. Finally, Mr. Roger Preston, the President at 
the time, issued a memorandum to the effect that he would take full 
responsibility on this problem of carr,ying not more than one address 
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for each customer. Addressograph plates were maintained for the cus-
tomer! s principal address, Slld SUIIJIIIer statements .were mailed to the 
same address as winter statements. The deep concern expressed by some 
of the members of management proved unfounded as there has not been one 
single complaint from the customers concerning this matter. 
Another cost during the change-over period resulted in the 
transfer of customer balances from the descriptive ledger cards to the 
cycle billing ledger cards. As soon as a billing clerk completed the 
last end-of...month billing, the balances from the old ledger cards were 
transferred to the new cycle billing ledger cards. It was decided that 
this operation would be more effectively performed by outsiders, thus 
allowing the s. s. Pierce Co. employees time for training Slld under-
standing of the new system. :rhe job was given to a bankers' service 
compa:a;y of Boston. Balances were transferred to the new cards, be-
ginning totals for cycle controls were established, and reconciliations 
were made between the beginning totals of cycle controls to the des-
criptive controls. Three employees worked five weeks in completing 
this operation. Labor costs amounted to nine hundred doll&rs plus 
fifteen per cent (five. per cent for peyroll taxes Slld ten per cent 
administration fees). Therefore, the total cost of transferring bal-
ances amounted to one thousalld Slld thirty-five dollars. 
A difficult administrative period was the month of September 
1952 when both descriptive and cycle billing systems were in operation. 
On August 31, 1952, end-of-month descriptive statements were sent to 
all customers. Then half of the cus1.emers were transferred to cycle 
basis (cycle one through cycle eight with each cycle having five 
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subdivisions or controls); the other half remained on conventional basis. 
September 26, 1952, was the cycle closing date for the first cycle; the 
next seven cycles closed at approximately two-day intervals after 
September 26, so that the closing date for cycle eight was October 9, 
1952. During the month of September, the latter half of the alphabet 
was retained on the conventional basis, and end-of-month statements 
were mailed to these customers as of September 30, 1952. On that date 
transfers were made to cycle basis for these customers. The cycle clos-
ing date for cycle nine was October 11, for cycle ten, October 13, etc. 
In this manner a customer. whose name fell in cycle nine's alphabetical 
breakdown would receive a statement shortly after September 30 and s.n 
interim statement shortly after October 11. By using this procedure 
S. S. Pierce Co. was able to adjust the smount of incoming cash to a 
more nomal flow during the month of October. It was able to send 
statements to all its customers by October 9, whereas, if a complete 
cycle plan were adopted September 1, none of the customers would have 
received statements in September and only one-third of them would have 
received statements by October 9. Also, those customers at the end 
of the alphabet would have received state1111ents with two months' charges 
at the end of October. 
There would be nomal administrative difficulties arising 
from the change from conventional to cycle plan due to training prob-
lems and a natural objection to change on the part of the workers. 
These difficulties were magnified in controlling the two systems 
operating simultaneously. Media that were lllissorted into the cycle 
~up, but belonged in the conventional group, presented a problem 
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to both accounts receivable department and the statistical department 
control figures. Decisions which would soon became routine were heaped 
on the department llllUlager. Meanllhile, the department manager was allo-
cating his efforts between the two s;ystans and trying to uphold the 
morale of all the workers under his authority. These are nozmal prob-
lems faced in almost any major chB.IYJ'of routine; however, they appeared 
to be increased during this installation due· to the t 110 systems operating 
simultaneously. 
An additional problem faced the department manager 'When each 
cycle was completed. s. s. Pierce Co. management had decided that each 
cycle must be completely balanced before mailing. During the first 
three weeks there was not a single cycle posted that balanced to the 
control accounts. Prizes of five dollars were offered to the billing 
operators 'Who balanced the postings immediately to the controls without 
the need of checking. The initial prize was not until October 17, 1952, 
in cycle ten. Errors were classified into four major groups: missorts 
not correctly adjusted; media removed from the files; machine errors; 
and amounts incorrectly posted due to poor handwriting on the media. 
Correction for the first type vrror could not be found until 
an offsetting error appeared in the posting of another cycle. A great 
deal of time and effort was expended without results in trying to locate 
errors of this type, only to have the errors compensated when another 
cycle was billed. 
Media removed from the files resulted in a strict rule, with-
out exception, which was followed after the first few cycles had been 
billed, namely, no media to be removed by anyone. 
Machine errors were prevalent during the lllilnths or-October 
and November. Cycle billing machines perform a number 'Of simultaneous 
operations of addition and subtraction. Similar to an autOin:obile; they 
go through a breaking-in period. Minor adjustments were continuously 
made due to errors that the machine made in calculations. Orten, an 
adjustment to co=ect one error would result in another error in some 
other calculation. Frequently the items on the proof sheet had to be 
rellsted on an adding machine to prove the totals. 
The fourth general error resulted from poor handwriting on 
media. A clerk in the statistical department might read a figure as 
ten dollars. The control was increased by ten dollars. Due to illegi-
billty of the writing, the billing operator read the figure as sixteen 
dollars. Since the billing operator also audited her postings, she 
would again verify the smount as sixteen dollars. The totals of the 
postings would be out of balance to the controls by six dollars. This 
type of error was remedied by having the statistical clerk rewrite and 
circle totals which might prove illegible. 
Because of the time consumed and the cost involved in try-
ing to locate these errors, it was finally decided in December 1952 
to allow statements to be mailed if, after an initial check was made 
of postings, the differences between posting totals and controls were 
less than five dollars. Since then this calculated risk figure has 
been increased to ten dollars. An over-and-short card is posted for 
each cycle. Last year the totals of all the over-and-short amounted 
to an operating expense of three hundred and fifty-seven dollars. 
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Credit and Collection Department 
With the exception of typists the number of personnel in 
the credit department has remained relatively constant since early 
1952, even though the total number of accounts which it services has 
increased by forty-two per cent. In 1953 two members of the credit 
department resigned. These employees were not replaced at that time, 
but were subsequently replaced in 1954 and 1955. 
The credit department serves the functions of both credit 
. and collection. Members of the department have complimentary remarks 
about the cycle billing system, although they agree that at the begin-
ning they had their doubts. 
As a result of interviewing five employees of the credit 
department who have been in credit work with s. S. Pierce Co. since 
1952, the following advantages were indicated: ability to dun without 
interference with daily posting and without having to dun all custom-
ers in a ten-day period; the location of credit history cards of all 
new customers {since 1952) next to ledger cards; records on micro-
film rather than in bulky, heavy books; ability to work with ledger 
cards on which original print and not carbon print was found; and the 
ability to have pertinent information for three years on one ledger 
card. Disadvantages were offered of less importance than any of the 
advantages: occasionally the film was foggy and difficult to read; and 
the totals on the ledger card did not give them individual items which 
they sometimes needed. 
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Under conventional billing, the dunning procedure was accom-
plished between the sixteenth and twenty-sixth of each month. During 
this period, credit employers and billing clerks needed the ledger 
cat'ds at the same time, one to dun and one to post. Todey, the dunning 
schedule follows the cycle closing date schedule by twenty deys, and 
there is no interference at all between dunning and posting. 
Secondly, prior to cycle billing, files were kept in the 
credit office of all credit applications and other notations concern-
ing customer peying habits. Ledger cards were in the accounts receiv-
able department. If comparison of records were needed, a copy of one 
of these would have to be made or one of these would have to be re-
moved from the files. Today, both are kept together in the cycle 
tubs for credit reference. 
A time-consuming part of the dunning operation in conven-
tional billing was the detemination of overdue balances. Different 
dunning letters were sent depending on the amount of overdue balance 
and the extent of time since pe;yment. Under cycle billing, the amount 
of overdue balance is visible and is machine computed. 
Daily sales checks under conventional billing were filed in 
binders and then stored. If reference were required to the original 
media, the binders had to be taken down and later replaced. Dust 
naturally infiltrated, and the binders were quite heavy and bulky to 
work with. Today all the infomation is neatly arranged in order on 
microfilm ro:j.ls. Media cannot be misfiled once they have been 
photographed. 
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The conventional ledger cards were a carbon copy of the 
statements. Carbonized figures smudge and are more difficult to read, 
and carbon o.t'ten comes off onto the hands or clothing of the persons 
using the ledger cards. Under cycle billing all print on the ledger 
card is original print and these difficulties are not encountered. 
Since each item of every sales check vas copied on the 
ledger card, the life of a ledger card vas relatively short. An ac-
tive customer's ledger card could easily be filled on both sides in 
one month. However, under cycle billing one line is used for a month 
regardless of the activity of the account. One ledger card is suffi-
cient to handle three years' activities. 
Comparative Summary 
A comparison between the major elements of conventional bill-
ing and cycle billing at s. s. Pierce Co. is illustrated in Chart V. 
As a result of adopting cycle billing, s. s. Pierce Co. 
was able to decrease the number of accounting machines from forty-two 
typewriter descriptive machines (plus additional six spare machines) 
to four cycle billing machines. Since the adoption of cycle billing 
in 1952, two more cycle billing machines have been added to handle the 
enlarged voll.une due to the increase in the number of charge customers. 
If conventional billing had been retained, twenty-five new descrip-
tive billing uchines would have had to be purchased in 1952 and 1953. 
Thus, capital requirements during this period would have amounted to 
fi.t'ty-one thousand five hundred dollars. However, under cycle billing 
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the totaJ. requirements to handle the receivable operation (including 
accounting, filing, microfilm, and addressograph equip111ent) totaJ.ed 
twenty-eight thousand five hundred and twenty dollars, a reduction 
of capital expenditures of almost tw~nty-three thousand dollars. 
As a result of the large decrease in eqllipnent requirements, yearly 
service charges were drastically reduced from three thousand nine 
hulidred and ninety dollars to five hlUidred and forty dollars. Like-
wise, depreciation charges diminished due to the lessening of equip-
ment needed. Unit depreciation was also allowed at an accelerated 
rate which provided a source of addi tiona! funds for operation dur-
ing the accelerated life of the equipaent. 
The number of employees in the accounts receivable depart-
ment diminished from forty-five to thirty-six and one-half. Honthly 
payroll costs were reduced from nine thousand one hundred and fifty 
dollars to six thousand six hulidred and forty-three dollars. Cost 
reductions were greater, on a percentage basis, than the reduction 
in the number of people. This is due to the fact that under cycle 
billing more operations are handled by file clerks, receiving smaller 
wages, than by billing operators, receiving larger salaries. 
Daily production per machine rose from an average of one 
hundred to one thousand statements. This is a result ·of cycle billing 
arrangement of no description and of specialized operators. 
Adjustments due to illegible and abbreviated statements 
have been virtually eliminated. Other adjustment costs have also been 
decreased since the customer receives the original media with all in-
formation concerning each sale. 
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The appearance of the cycle billing statements and ledger 
cards has been advantageous to both cust011ers end compSJJY. The ledger 
cards have sufficient info:nnation to insure adequate dunning. The col-
lection department dunning schedule is also on a cycle basis and there 
is no interference ~th the posting operation. 
Peaks and valleys in the mailing department, the cashier 
department, and the adjustment department have been virtually eliminated. 
There were several difficulties encountered in the change-over 
period which have since been eliminated; the most difficult time was the 
month when both descriptive and cycle baaes were in operation. Balanc-
ing to controls aleo proved time-consuming and often futile. 
The management of S. S. Pierce Co. is pleased ~th its cycle 
billing installation. All objections that were presented at the onset 
either have not materialized or have been overcame satisfactorily. 
Large savings have resulted in equipment investment and in 
operating expenses. Personnel costs were decreased right from the 
start; both the volume and the emount of charge sales have increased 
proportionately more than have personnel costs in accounts receivable. 
Customer reaction has been favorable. Difficulties were encountered 
during the change-over period, but these were short-tem, the routines 
have been established to circumvent the difficulties. The composition 
of the statement and ledger cards are adequate. The S. S. Pierce Co. 
billing can be classified as successful. 
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Chart; V 
Comparl.son Between Conventional Bi 11 1 ng am! Cycle Billing 
at s. s. Pierce Co. 
EQUIPMENT 
Accounting machines (1952) 
Accounting machines (1956) 
Capital requirements (1952 
Yearly eervice charges 
Depreciation charges 
PERSONNEL 
Average number of aaployeee 
Monthly payroll costs 
ACCOUNTS 
Conventional 
Billing 
42 
$ 51,500 
$ 3,900 
$ 7,416 
45 
$ 9,130 
Number of active accounts (1952) 79,000 
Number. of active accounts (1956) 
Average number of statements 
posted daily per machine 100 
ADJUSTMENTS 
Monthly average due to illegible 
statements 125 
Cycle Percentage 
Billing Reduction 
4 9().5 
6 
$ 28,520 44.6 
$ 540 86.2 
$ 2,360 68.2 
36! 18.9 
$ 6,643 2!7.2 
79,000 
103,000 
1,000 
10 92.0 
CHAPTER n 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The accounts receivable ,system of cycle billing started in 
the retail field shortly after World War II. It fulfilled the objec-
tive of a practical and less expensive method of posting and mailing 
customer statements. Within a few years many of the larger depart-
ment and specialty stores adopted cycle billing; other smaller stores 
have sirice adopted the system. The major oil companies have changed 
over to cycle billing for their retail customers. Cycle billing, for 
personal checlcing accounts, has been adopted by one Boston b8llk and 
is being contemplated by others. 
Cycle billing results in subdividing customers into alpha-
betical groups. Statements for the customers, within an alphabetical 
group, are mailed on successive days of the month, instead of all cus-
tomers receiving statements at the end of the month. 
Daily posting is not made to customer ledger and statements. 
Instead, media are filed in customers' pockets and these media are 
posted only at the end of the cycle period. Controls are maintained 
for each cycle; the controls reflect daily changes for sales, returns, 
and p~ents. At the closing date of each cycle, the control totals 
for the cycle become the balancing figures for the billing clerk who 
posts the statement and ledger card only once each month. The state-
ment shows no description,- merely the total of each media. The ledger 
card allows one line per month: the accumulateon of the sales, returns, 
and payments for the cycle period; the balance due; and the balance 
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past due. Once the statements are authorized for mailing, all media 
end statements for the cycle are first microfilmed before mailing to 
customers. The film becomes the store record; the customer receives 
the original of all media "With the statement. 
Cycle billing is a sy'stem which closely resembles produc-
tion line philosophy. Each operation has en employee "Who special-
izes in the operation. The file clerlts only file and do not opere.te 
the billing machines, and the billing machine operators specialize 
in operating machines, without doing filing or other work. 
With this sy'stem of specialists, the cost of personnel is 
less then the cost of personnel with the conventional billing system. 
The best employees are designated as control clerks who maintain the 
controls, handle the exceptions when they arise, and correct the mis-
sorted media. Fewer billing machines and billing machine operators 
are required under a cycle billing system because of the concentre.tion 
of posting done on the machine, and of SUIIBilary postings rather than 
descriptive postings. The file clerks that supplement the system are 
less skilled workers and therefore receive less compensation. The 
savings and reclassification of personnel in the accounts receivable 
department at S. s. Pierce Co., after cycle billing had been adopted, 
resulted in a twenty per cent reduction in the number of employees, 
and a twenty-seven per cent reduction in personnel costs. 
Concurrent "With the reduction of personnel costs in the ac-
counts receivable department is the elimination of duplication of work 
on statements. Under conventional billing, the billing machine operator 
is required to copy the essence of each transaction. Under cycle billing 
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only the total of each transaction is posted; the oril.ginal media, with-, 
all the information concerning the transaction, are mailed to the cus-
tomer. Therefore, the customer is ~ven full description under cycle 
billing. 
The peaks that are inherent in conventional billing are 
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leveled under a cycle billing system. Under the fo:rmer, the mailing de-
partment mails all customer statements during the first £ew days of each 
month. This results in a leveling of the work load peak that was pre-
dominant in the mailing department. At S. S. Pierce Co., once cycle 
billing was adopted, overtime was virtually eliminated in this department. 
Another important peak, incoming payments, is also greatly 
reduced. Since all statements are mailed at the same time under conven-
tional billing, much of the cash receipts arrives at approximately the 
same time. Under cycle billing, statements are continuously being 
mailed and cash flows in with more regularity • .At S. S. Pierce Co.,un-
der conventional billing, the weekly variance in cash receipts, over a 
four-week period, ranged from eleven per cent to forty-five per cent. 
The weekly variance under cycle billing ranged from twenty to thirty-one 
per cent,- a much more ev~n distribution. 
The collection department is able to operate more efficiently 
under cycle billing, as a result of continuous mailing. First, the col-
lection clerks are able to set up their dunning schedule to rhythmically 
follow the posting operation. Secondly, the dunning operation does 
not interfere with the posting operation in any part of the alphabet. 
Fewer billing machines are needed under cycle than under 
conventional billing. This is primarily due to the total posting rath-
er than to the typewriter descriptive posting. Cycle billing machines 
do not require typists as operators; they also require much less opera-
tional skill and training. Because the primary function of the cycle 
billing machine operator is posting, the machines are in operation the 
greater part of the business day. Conventional billing operators are 
required to prepare each day1 s media for posting and to authorize charge 
f 
sales. Fewer accounting machines are required under cycle billing, as 
these operations are performed by file clerks. At S. s. Pierce Co. 
four cycle billing machines replaced forty-two regular billing machines 
and six spare machines. 
Naturally, with fewer machines, service contract cliarges, as 
well as the capital investment, are substantially decreased. At s. S. 
Pierce Co. annual savings on service contracts amounted to three thousand 
four hundred and fifty dollars. 
Likewise, with fewer machines depreciation charges are also 
' 
decreased. This results in a reduction of operating costs. On the other 
hand, cycle billing machines are allowed a more accelerated rate of de-
preciation than typewriter billing machines. This may result in an 
advantage of smaller taxes during the accelerated life of the equipment 
and provide a source of additional funds. 
The functions of the adjustment department are also facili-
tated under cycle billing. This department benefits from continuous 
msiling of statements, as bill adjustment peaks are also leveled. 
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Secondly, the department has fewer questions concerning items on cus-
tomer statements because the original record of each transaction is 
mailed directly to the customer. At S. s. Pierce Co. this type of 
question was reduced from one hundred and twenty-five per month to ten 
per month. 
llO 
Customers are satisfied with cycle billing statements. The 
neatness of the statement, the enclosure of all media, and the com-
pleteness of the record of each transaction allows customers all the in-
fomation that is required. Only ten customers of the seventy-nine 
thousand at s. S. Pierce Co. indicated dissatisfaction with the system. 
Businesses 'Which do adopt cycle billing lose internal con-
trol.of their accounts receivable between cycle closing dates. Recon-
struction of a cyele is practically impossible; there is no protection 
against lost or missing media. Personal controls must be substituted 
for internal control. This danger is always present, and although it 
could result in a costly expense, the actual write-offs have been 
generally small. The S. S. Pierce Co. write-off resulting from the 
differences between billing totals and control totals was three 
hundred and fifty-seven dollars in 1956. 
There is a definite routine that is recommended for locatine 
differences between billing totals and control totals. Once this 
routine has been exhausted, the decision is generally made to mail the 
statements. This calculated risk is accepted by stores using cycle 
billing. It is based on the theory that it is less costly to mail 
incorrect statements than to localize the error. Many errors are often 
compensated during the billing of future cycles; these are internal 
errors and do not affect customers' accounts. 
' 
A difficulty which is .inherent in cycle billing is the cor-
.rect following of established routines for handling missorted media. 
This is an additional operation which is not found in conventional 
billing. The media must be routed through the control clerk, who 
must adjust the control figures for the cycle. The media must then 
be sent back to the sales audit department for its adjustment. The 
media is then re-sent to the control clerk for addition to the cor-
rect cycle. If the routine is not strictly adhered to, the controls 
of two cycles will be correspondingly out of balance with the billing 
totals, and a great deal of unnecessary and fruitless checking will 
result. 
The transition period is a difficult one as often only half 
the customers are transferred to cycle billing at a time. This re-
sults in a period when the accounts receivable department is actually 
working under tw systems. It is adopted by stores so that cssh re-
ceipts will not lapse. S. s. Pierce Co. followed the procedure of 
changing one-half of its customers to cycle billing during the first 
month and completine; the change, with an interim bill, during the 
second month for the other half of the customers. Also, during this 
transition period, addressograph files must be carefully scrutinized, 
e.s these ;.1.11 become the official listing of all customers. As each 
alphabetical brealcdow is transferred to the cycle system, customer 
balances from the conventional ledger cards must be brought forward 
to the new ledger cards. This not only requires transcribing the 
balances, but also requires reconciliation of the cycles and estab-
J:ishment of the cycle controls. The s. s. Pierce Co. employed outside 
lll 
oUtside help to handl.e this camplete operation of transferring balances. 
Cycle billing appears to be a more economical method than 
conventional billing for the business 'llhieh remits monthly statements 
to its customers. These economies are particularly present in per-
sonnel and equipnent costs. It has been established that even the 
smaller stores can reap these benefits. Using the S. s. Pierce Co. 
optimum production figures of one thou$8Dd statements per day per 
machine as a basis, one could generalize that a store with approxi-
mately twenty thousand accounts should adopt cycle billing. The 
economies of microfilm have been interwoven into cycle billing, but 
a smaller operation could still adopt cycle billing without the use 
of the added advantages of microfilm. 
With the recent advent of bank: adoption of cycle billing, 
the system will undoubtedly gain more prominence than it has in the 
past. 
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